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SYMBOLS

A horiwntal cross-sectional area of brickwork
A. cross-sectional area of steel rods
b breadth of section
B, spacing between ribs for diaphragm wall
D overall depth of the diaphragm wall
d diameter of steel rod
e eccentricity of post-tensioning force from the neutral axis of the section
flKl bursting stress
fr characteristic compressive strength of brickwork in bending
fp stress in steel rod/tendon due to prestress
fk characteristic compressive strength of brickwork
fk ; characteristic compressive strength of brickwork at age at which post-tensioning force is applied
fkx characteristic flexural strength (tension) of brickwork
f. characteristic shear strength of brickwork
fy characteristic tensile strength of steel
fuac compressive stress in brickwork due to direct compression
fUbe compressive stress in brickwork due to flexure
f, ' theo retical' tensile stress in brickwork due to flexure
fpI principal tensile stress
gA design vertical load/unit area
g., design vertical dead load/unit area
G, characteristic dead load
her effective height
M bending moment due to design load (M; in wall height ; Mb at base of wall)
Ina moment of inertia (second moment of area)
P axial load
Pk characteristic post-tensioning force
q lateral force applied to a prestressed element
Ok characteristic superimposed load
r radius of gyration
T flange thickness in diaphragm wall design
S.R. slenderness rat io
t overall thickness of wall
tet effective thickness
t, thickness of cross-rib in diaphragm wall
V shear force
Wk characteristic wind load
Z section modulus
Vh shear stress
y distance from neutral axis to centroid of area
fl capacity reduction factor
Yr partial factor of safety for loads
Ymm partial factor of safety for brickwork
Yms partial factor of safety for steel
Ym. partial factor of safety for brickwork in shea r
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1 INTRODUCTION & GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

INTRODUCTION
Brickwo rk has man y good qualities as a structura l material . and few inadequacies when used in
trad ition al circumstances with reason ab ly high compressive axial loads and relatively small later al
applied loading.
Once these circumstances are reve rsed. and the brickwork is asked to resist relat ively high later al
forces with small, o r no , applied axial compressive stress fro m the structure . then its low
resistance to flexu ral stresse s proves to be a highly limiting factor. Th e flexural (ie. bending
tensile) strength of brickwork is only about 'h" of its direct compressive stre ngth. Thus. a
structura l brickwork clement , subject to ben ding alone, will fail in tension long before its
compressive strength is exploited .

In orde r to improve the efficiency of brickwork stru ctural e lements and hence widen their
application, this major weakness in resisting flexural tens ile stress must be overcome.
Reinforcing brickwork by introducing stee l re infor cement into the bed jo ints , or vertica l duct s.
of the element. goes some way to improving the flexura l tensile resistance. We have recogn ised .
however, for man y years. that furthe r improvements could be achieved in the flexural ten sile
resistan ce of brickwork clements , by way of inducing compressive axial stresses prior to the
application of the flexural tensile stresses . ie, by prestressing the brickwork.

The meth od of inducing this prestress can be achieved by eithe r pre -tensioning or post
tensioning stee l rods. or stra nds. within the element , and transferring the compressive stresses to
the brickwork by means of anchorages within it. o r a continuous bond th roughout.
To date. the more practical of the two methods has bee n found, by experience. to be
post-tensionin g, and the following notes and details arc concerne d prim arily with this form of
construction . Designers with expe rience and a knowledge of the principles of prestressed
concrete design , should have no problem in und erstanding the guidance given in this design
guide.

t & 2. An early pest -tensioned project, dating from 1967, by the authors. Several schemes were casted using steel frames and
brick cladding. It was found that post-tensioned brickwork for the JOm high piers provided a more economical solution.
Seeking a ben" solution for problems of the flint High School Sports Hall, the diaphragm wall concept went on to develop
into the fin wall. Later, the enormouspotentialof the post-tensioned diaphragm and the post-tensioned fin wall was recognised.
Architea : Clwy d County Architects Department. Consulting engineer: Curtins
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BACKGROUND
There appears to be very little written information available concerning the post-tensioning of
brickwork , unlike the prestressing of concrete, which has been widely used for many years, with
both successful and very well documented results. The authors interest in and knowledge of
structural brickwork applications developed over the years and it soon became apparent that there
was an obvious parallel to be drawn in the advantages gained by prestressing brickwork and
concrete . Both brickwork and concrete are strong in compression and relatively weak in tension, and
both benefit from induced compression, to cater for flexural tensile stresses.

The authors began post-tensioning brickwork in the late 1960's when , in ord er to provide additional
resistance to tensile stresses due to lateral loading from wind, the piers to a tall sport s hall wall, in
Flint, were post-tensioned . At this time, a very conservat ive approac h using a high factor of safety
was adopted for the design, little research data and even less practical evidence being available.

In the ea rly 1970's, the practice was awarded a large contract to design some 200 primary schools.
The requirements were for lightweight roof construction, 11in brick cavity walls as external cladding
and few internal supports. There were, too , extremely tight cost limits and the schools had to be
easily constructed by small builders.

Basing decisions on the cost of alternatives, it was decided to post-tension the 11 in cavity external
cladding, so that it could be used structura lly, instead of the more usual mixture of steel structural
frame with non-structural brick cladding. Because the contract was of a large scale , the practice was
able to spend more time and money on research15 to verify the design assumptions, instead of
relying on their usual site testing. The result was an economic, durable and buildable form of
construction which has proved a complete success.

Developments in fin wall design" also brought abo ut further progress when, in the mid-seventies, a
post-tensioned fin wall was used for a gable wall to a factory building and, later , a post-tensioned fin
wall for a retaining wall.

The above developments were carried out, coincidentally, with separate advancement in the field of
the diaphragm walf' . However , in the late 1970's a diaphragm wall sports hall was to be built in an
area subject to mining subsidence. The differential settlements produced from the predicted
subsidence would induce unacceptable tensile stresses in the diaph ragm walls, so the pro blem was
overcome by the, now, obvious solution of post-tensioning them. The walls in question have
successfully withstood three signifcant waves of mining subsidence.

The combination of two innovations - prestressed cavity walls and the development of geometric
sections - evolved separate ly, to solve practical prob lems, had produced a third development. This
gives perhaps, further proof to the adage that, 'in innovation I + I = 3'. Whilst 'necessity is the
mother of invention ' , it is the grandmother of useful resea rch.

PRESENT AND FUTURE
The success of this, and other proj ects, initiated post-tensioned diaphragm research 12, which has
since been applied to a number of successful projects. The authors admit that it was some time
before the now obvious fact was appreciated that this was a quantum leap . Should this appear an
extravagant, or immodest, claim, it is of interest to compa re a plain masonry cavity wall with a
post-tensioned diaphragm wall. The moment of resistance of structura l elements is M" = f x Z. It
can be shown I that a diaphragm wall can have a Z value 15 times that of a cavity wall. Plain masonry
will fail in tension long before failing in compression - the compressive strength being often 20 times
the tensile strength. As will be shown later . f can easily be increased by more than 10 times as, by
prestressing, the governing stre ngth limitation is compression, not tension.

Relatively, for a cavity wall f x Z = I x I = I
and,
for a post-tensioned diaphragm wall f x Z = 10 x 15 = 150

It should be noted that this is not a 150% increase in strength, but a 150 times increase. It is
analogous to improving a car 's pet rol consumption from 30 mpg to 4,500 mpg. If the prestress is
applied eccentrically, at the edge of the 'middle third' , f can be increased to 20. giving
f x Z = 20 x 15 = 300 - a 300 times increase . We are dea ling with a new material, with wide
ranging applications.

Fresh development work is hampered by lack of resea rch funding, since the scale and complexity of
such research cannot be met by our usual method of simple site testing. We are confidently hopeful
that , as appreciation of the potential of the technique increases, funding will be forthcoming . It is
likely that innovative designers, with research back-up , will make further advances.

ADVANTAGES
(I) It considerably widens the application of structural brickwork since it greatly enhances the
flexural tensile resistance.
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(2) Experience has shown it to be both highly cost effective and buildable. It does not demand
sophisticated 'high-tee' , and many successful contracts have been carried out by small builders.
(3) It improves the flexural tensile resistance, and gives grea ter structural efficiency more easily than
by other more convential forms of brickwork reinforcement.
(4) It improves durab ility due to a reduction in micro-cracking.
(5) It allows the designer to create a complete range of structural elements in a consistent material.
He/she no longer has to rely on using small elements either in concrete, or more usually stee lwork,
in addition to brickwork, in order to make the whole structure stable.
(6) It makes the highly import ant change for brickwork (as for concrete) from a britt le material to a
ductile one. It will bend without cracking: it will deflect and recover on removal- unlike plain
brickwork, which remains cracked. This development can have far reaching consequences as
designers appreciate its potential.
(7) There is increased robustness, resistance to impact , together with high improvement in accidental
damage resistance.

DISADVANTAGES
(1) When used for post-tensioning horizontal brickwork clements, it is genera lly difficult to achieve
suitable anchorages within the vertical joints. In reinforced brickwork, it is relatively easier to
produce workab le, buildable details for horizontal members.
(2) Post-tensioning of 'high shrinkage' units is restricted , due to the possibility of excessive losses of
prestress.

It should be noted that the advantages listed arc of a broad nature , whereas the disadvantages tend
to be rather specific. It is suggested that this merely highlights the overall beneficial applications of
post-tensioned brickwork.

APPLICATIONS
So far, the applications of post-tensioned brickwork range from spandrel panels and isolated columns
to tall fin or diaphragm wall buildings and retaining walls. The use, therefore , can vary from single
elements within large structures to the main structure of complete dcve lopments.

See photographs for some typical examples of post-tensioned structures . With further practical
experience, innovations, good resea rch, etc. , there will doubtless be further applications.

DURABILITY
A very importan t consideration when adopting any structural form in any material is its durability.
As with reinforced brickwork, there must be due regard given to the detailing, and the method of
protection of the steelwork within the post-tensioned element. The durability of post-tensioned
brickwork, and the various details which may be adopted, are discussed in section 3 and illustrate
that , providing thought and care are applied to the detailing, then an adequate design life should be
achieved.

The main cause of durability failure in brickwork, as in other materials, is the ingress of water. Any
tension cracks in brickwork allow rain penetra tion. Prestressing, by reducing tension cracking,
increases durability.

Many of the structures illustrated, built for public authorities, were erected more than a decade ago.
They have been subject to some of the worst weather conditions of this century - none show signs of
distress.

FULL PRESTRESSING
The concepts discussed so far have, in the main, been limited to partial prestress. It was apprecia ted ,
of course, that even wider application and greater potential was possible with testing of full
prestressing.

In 1981, the first author carried out research into diaph ragm walls, which was largely funded by
BDA. Two tall narrow brick diaphragm walls were built, back to back, with an air-bag between
them, and tested under varying loads of prestress to withstand increased uniformly distributed lateral
loading. The walls were 7.62m long and 7.62m high, pin tied at the top, and had only one brick
depth of cavity. Construction was in a relatively weak brick (characteristic compressive stress 20
N/mm2

) , and the standard of brickwork, although good by common site practice , did not comply
with BS 5628's 'normal' classification.

The tests fully validated his assumptions. Under a maximum prestress of 1.378 N/mm2
, the test wall

withstood the high lateral pressure of 7.18 kN/m2
• This was despite the fact that in earlier tests the

wall was cracked both in the span and in the base. The tests also proved that prestressing changes
brickwork behaviour from brittle to ductile. Removal of lateral loading resulted in the recovery of

•

Design ofpost-tensioned brickwork 7



deflection , closing of any cracks, and the wall retained its bending strength. Under increasing levels
of prestress there was an increasing improvement in stiffness - for given lateral load the wall
deflected less and the bending strain decreased .
Engineers ' understandable criticisms of structural brickwork that it has low resistance to lateral
loads, once it is cracked it remains cracked, it is brittle, etc, do not apply to prestressed brickwork .
Subsequent research was funded by the Building Research Establishment, The Royal Society , and
others.
Five years later, in 1986, George Armitage & Sons pic funded furth er research. Two walls were built
- one post-tensioned eccentrically and the other concentrically, see Figure 1.1. They were
constructed back to back, with the latter (wall B) acting as a reaction force to lateral loading, and
were built as free cantilevers in Class A enginee ring brickwork (mea n strength 36.6 N/mm2) to
'special' category of construction.
In the first test , with a prestress of 5.6 N/mm 2

, the test wall (wall A) was designed to withstand a
design earth pressure of 45 kN/m2 - over 900 Ib/sq ft - ie , actual pressure x 1.6 factor of safety , to a
height of 4.7m. This it did totally successfully.
The wall was then tested beyond its limits, to a height of 6.0m under working load - ie, no factor of
safety - when the loaded leaf cracked in tension and the cross-ribs cracked in principal tensile stress.
On removal of the load , the cracks closed up, the wall was 'as good as new' and, again, successfully
withstood a design earth pressure to a height of 4.7m. The deflection was only VIllOO of the span
(BS 5628 permits VI25 - 8 times as much) and was practically fully recovered on removal of the load.

• There is no way that plain brickwork for this wall could have withstood such high loading, nor ,
having cracked and deflected, recovered on remova l of the load .
In one of the later tests, the cracked wall was prestressed to 10.9 N/mm2

, when it again withstood a
base pressure of 45 kN/m2 to the grea ter height of 5.4m.
For the initial research proj ect , the authors would like to express their gratitude for the use of
UMIST laboratories for long periods of time , and for the helpful and generous co-operation of the
staff. The follow-up resea rch was conducted at British Ceramic Research Limited.
It is hoped to apply this major break-through on a contract in the near future . Design engineers will
appreciate the importance of this advance , and the application this highly cost-effective, very
buildable and durable technique is likely to increase the potential of structural brickwork. More
research, however, is necessary if this notable advance is to be furth er developed.
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2 BASIS OF DESIGN

GENERAL THEORY OF PRINCIPLES
The improvement in resistance to applied flexural stresses, within the brickwork element is gained by
applying an axial compressive stress to the element, to counteract the app lied tensile stresses , see
Figure 2.1.

steel rod acting
in tension

anchor plates

Figure 2.2

where A= cross
sectional
area

and Z = section
modulus

+v'G'rl - - ,-- --,
A

wall section

stresses at x-x

bending
momenty,M

stress due
to bending
moment

stress due
to axial load

resultant
stress

1---- --11------ - +----- - --1
V,M~

Z~~YkM
1----+--.,..-;:;--....,.,.-- ----='---------1

V,Gk _ y,Mr;:....
A Z ~1Y.!§k + VIM

"'-..J A Z

posHensioning force y,P!

provide additional
compression to the
section to counteract
tensile stress

wall section

1-- - - -+----- - +----- - ---1

+v:'1-1 __'---_--'

V1 Gk _ VIM + ylGk =--
A Z A~YIGk + YIM + YIPI

~ A Z A

total
resultant
stress

stress due to
post-tensioninq
force

Figure 2.1

The compression may, for example, be applied by means of the reaction of stee l rods , acting in
tension, fixed at each end of the structural element , sec Figure 2.2.
The applied flexural tensile stress may be due to lateral loading, or the result of eccentricity of axial
loading - the effects, and means of overcoming them, are similar.

The structural brickwork is prestressed, ie . stressed before the flexural tensile stress is applied , with
an additional compression. This is usually achieved by post-tensioning by steel rods or strands,
placed within the brickwork section , and stressed after the construction of the element is complete.

The additional compression applied - the post-tensioning force - may be applied at the centroid of
the section. Alternatively , by applying the post-tensioning force at some eccentricity to the centroid,
Design ofpost-tensioned brickwork 9



stress due
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Figure 2.3

an additional co unteracting moment , as well as an axia l co mpress ion, ma y be introduced into the
section. This add itiona l moment sho uld be applied in reverse to that due to the applied loadings, to
counter-balance the effect , see Figure 2.3 .

By applying a moment in the reverse direction , the co mpress ive stress is reduced by the amount of
ten sile stress indu ced du e to the reverse mom en t. This means that the gain in flexuraltensilc
resistance of the section, du e to post-tensioning, is no t directl y acco mpa nied by a cumulative
increase in compressive stress within the sectio n, which may othe rwise possibly limit the potential
compressive resistance . The most suita ble eccentricity fo r the post-t ensioning force ma y readily be
determined (as shown later) to give the optimum levels of prestress for the given loading conditions.

In general , the post -tensioning force is placed concentrica lly where reversal of applied moments is
possible, egowind loading, and eccent rica lly where the applied mom ents are predominantl y in one
direct ion , egoret aining walls. There are cases, however, where eccentrically placed pos t-te nsioning
may be used to advantage, even where there is reversal of applied moments, ego in asymme tric
sections.

IMPORTANCE OF 1JA RATIO
A high ZlA rati o is important in prestressed design . The design bending moment must not exceed an
element' s moment of resistance , which is eq ual to f x Z.

ie

With eccentric prestress, f

x Z .... . (i)

+ & (..)- Z . . . . . 11

Therefore ,

For zero tensile stress,

z
A

Substituting in equation (ii), f

= P -&=0
A Z

=~

=2~

Substituting this value of
f in equation (i) gives ,

Rearranging
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For a given P, then the moment of resistance (and thus the bending moment) is directly proportional
to VA . For a given A, then an increased Z results in an increased moment of resistance, and thus
permits an increase in bending moment.

For a given A, the V A ratio of a solid square , or rectangular section will be lower - and thus less
structurally efficient - than a hollow box, tube , tee , or other geometric section. Similarly, an
increased Z results in an increased I (second moment of area) .

Since r (radius of gyration) = VI
slenderness ratio = ~, then an increase in r decreases slenderness and permits an increased

prestress force to be applied. .

As normal cavity walls are 'slender', their maximum height for prestressing is less than 4 rn, but a
diaphragm wall, of the same cross-sectional area but increased I. can be built to twice this height.
See Appe ndix D for a more detailed comparison.

BRICKWORK DESIGN STRENGTHS - DIRECT & FLEXURAL
In dealing with the limit sta te design of plain brickwo rk, the brickwork stre ngths are expressed in
term s of characteristic strength (d irect compressio n) and characteristic flexura l tensile stre ngth
(tensile strength in bending). As discussed later , in genera l, post-tensioned brickwork is designed
to give zero nett flexural tensile stress, and hence design is based on compressive stre ngths. In
post-tensioned brickwork , as is shown in Figur es 2.2 and 2.3, flexural compression occurs as well
as direct compression , and both need to be considered when assessing materi al strengths.

Brickwork, like concrete , has a higher flexural compressive strength than direct compressive
strength, and the relationship between the two values in brickwork is curre ntly und er discussion .
We think the direct compressive strength fk , may be increased by up to 50% when flexural
compression ff (1.5fd is being considered. In cases where both direct and flexural compression
arc combined , a sliding scale is proposed between I and 1.5 fk , depending on the ratio of dir ect
to flexural compression. Such an approach, however, needs to be supported by appropriate
research . In the absence of such research , and a suitable sliding sca le, we would suggest that a
value for flexural compression, f" of 1.2fk should be used for the gene ral situation. Ad justments
can then be made , up or down , at the designer's discretion and where appropriate . Values of fk
are given in Appendix A . An alterna tive approach, which has recently bee n proposed (BS 5628:
Part 23

) , is to allow no increase in flexura l compression , but to reduce the partial facto rs of safety
on mater ial strengths from 2.5 and 2.8, for plain brickwork, to 2.0 and 2.3 respectively, for
reinforced o r prestressed brickwork .
We are of the opinion that there is good reason to ado pt both lower values for the part ial factors of
safety on material strengths. and the increased value of flexural compressive strength of 1.2fk • But,
for the purposes of this design guide, in orde r to retain a conservative approach and obtain results
compatible with the alternative method, we would suggest that the 1.2fk value should be used for
flexural compressive strength, and no reduction be made to the part ial safety factors for material
strengths.

Both approaches produce approximately similar design strengths:

f' /Ym(special} f"Jym(normal)

Code
l.Of.. I.or, ~ IIAJ5f- ~ 1I.50f
2.0 .. 2.3 ..

Authors 1.2f, _ O.48f 1.2f,
- ~ OA28f

2.5 Ir. 2.8 ..

Since brickwork , as a material, does not change whether it is reinforced , prestressed or plain , we
suggest that it is perhaps inappropriate to change the material' s factor of safety. However, since, as
noted above, the direct compression strength differs from the bending strength, we think it is not
unreasonable to alter fk • Designers should exercise their engineering judgement as to which
approach is the more logical.

DESIGN STRENGTH - INITIAL & LONG TERM
Values for the characteristic direct compressive strength. f" are given in BS 5628: Part 23, for walls
tested at an age of 28 days. As it is not generally practical, from a construction point of view, to wait
for 28 days to elapse before post-tensioning . any design check for the initial loadings should be based
on the compressive strength at the relevant age (fki) . We consider that , other than in exceptional
Design ofpost-tensioned brick work 11



3 & 4. Studies were carried out to evolve a standard fo rm ofconstruction fo r Cheshire Co unty Architects Department . 71,e key
element in the resulting SCD system" die post-tensioned brick cantilever wall. Holywell RC Primary School (3) " a good
example of the varying brick panel heights and configurations with differing post-tensioning requirements. At Richard G wyn
High School (4) the first-jloor brick spandrel walls, with the long nms ofglazing over. are post-tensioned 10 the first-jloor slab.
Architect: Weightman & Bullen. Consulting engineer: Cunins

circumstances , post-tensioning should not be undertaken until 14 days have elapsed , or until the
mortar has reached a specified strength.

The post-tensioning force to be applied is generally increased, to allow for the effects of losses (see
p20), the initial post-tensioning force thus being larger than that applied over the long term.

The post-tensioning force, before losses occur, may be considered as a temporary load, and that
remaining after losses as a permanent load . It is considered reaso nable, within the context of the
design approach given in this document, to modify the value of the design strength used, when
considering the short-term duration of this initial loading case, ie. the post-tensioning force before
losses. At present an increase of 20% is considered appropriate, giving a design directcompressive

stre ngth of 1.25fki and a design flexural compressive strength of 1.25 (1.2fki) . If the loss in prestress
Ymm Ymm

is 20% then, to allow for such loss, the prestress must be increased by 25% , ie. 1.25 - 20% = 1.25 
0.25 = 1.0.

DESIGN STRENGTH: CAPACITY REDUCTION FACTOR
The capacity reduction factor , ~ (see BS 5628: Part 12

) , was introduced into the design of plain
brickwork, as a means of allowing for the reduction in compressive load-carrying capacity due to
buckling failure. In this method, the design compressive strength is reduced by a factor which takes
account of the increase in the flexural compressive stresses (produced within the section) when the
axial loading is applied . These flexural compressive stresses can be induced as a result of buckling, or
curving, of the section , even if the applied loading is nominally concentric. There is further reduction
in capacity when the axial loading is applied eccentrically, since this increases the possibility of
buckling.
The use of the capacity reduction factor thus tends to obviate the need to consider flexural
12



Figure 2.4 Buckling characteristics offin wall sections

compressive stresses separate ly from direct compressive stress, when considerin g simple sections
subject to basically axial loading. When , as in post-tensioned brickwork, tlexural compressive
stresses are specially calculated, we suggest that the relevance of the capacity redu ction facto r
requires careful consideration.

In walls, and similar solid rectangular sections, the gene ral possibility of buckling relates only to
direct stress. The tendency of the section to buckle, when subject to flexure , is limited to some
extent by the restraint offered to the compression edge by that part of the section which is in tension.
Buckling is also limited along the length of the wall, by adjo ining or interconnecting walls, or other
stiffening elements .

However, in some geometric profiles, such as the fin, if the flexural compression occurs to tally within
the flange, that brickwork may not benefit from the presence of any adjacent brickwork. It is then
possible for the whole flexural compression zone to buckle independently. In this condition, it is
conside red relevant to apply the capacity reduction factor to both the flexural compressive stre ngth
and to the direct compressive strength. Thus, when compari ng applied design stresses with design
stre ngth, careful consideration must be given to the application of the capacity reduction facto r, ~ .

Consider, for example, a rectangular wall where the sum of the compressive stresses due to flexure ,
fube , and direct compression, fuue ' must be less than the design strength, f, or f, as appropriate.
Compressive stress due to flexure + direct compress ive stress < des ign compressive stre ngth:

f
Ube

+ fuae < 1.2f,
~ Ymm

The design strength quoted is for other than sho rt term loading and is the value of the flexural
compressive strength . Th is is correct for the combined loadin g condition, but for the direct

compression alone fuae should be compared with ~f'i.
Ymm

To summarise the design strengt h limitations:

SHORT-TERM LOADING - BEFORE LOSSES

f < l.25fkj
ua c

Ymm

f < 1.25 (1.2f'j)
ube

Ymm

· ( I)

· (2)

f
Ube

+ fuue < 1.25 (1.2fkj) (3)
~ Ymm

GENERAL CASE - AFTER LOSSES

except fin, diaph ragm and special cases where ~

also applies to fUbe

fuue <~
Ymm

f < 1.2f,ube
Ymm

· (4)

· (5)

f + fuae < 1.25f, (6) except fin, diaph ragm and special cases where ~

ubc T Ymm also applies to fUbe

Refer to section 4, Worked Example No. 2, for example of calculation of the above theory.

~, the capacity reduction facto r, is based upon the slenderness ratio , S.R., of the structura l element.
Design ofpost-tensioned brickwork 13



The Code (ref 2) bases S.R. on the
effective height

effective thickness
and not on the normal structural design method of
effective height

radius of gyration

While the concept of effective thickness is adequate for normal walls, and solid rectangular or square
columns, we are of the opinion that it is not applicable to such geometric sections as the diaph ragm
and fin. For such sections, the radius of gyration concept should be used . Th is is not just another
academic or mathematical quibble, but has important structural and eco nomic consequences.

The diaphragm wall shown in Figure 2.5 has a radius of gyration of 170 mm and overall depth of
448 mm.

1470

~ ~-
02

244

No.- 102

448

Figun 2.5

A solid wall of the same radius of gyration of 170 mm would have to be 590 mm thick, and we
suggest that this 'effective' depth should be used in determining the wall's slenderness ratio - rather
than its overall depth.

If the wall has an effective height of 7.62 m, then its S.R. would be:

(I) equivalent depth based~ x IcP = 17.00, ~ = 0.80
on overall depth

(il) equivalent depth based 1~ x 103 = 12.91, ~ = 0.91
on radius of gyration

ie, there is an increase of almost 14% in design compressive strength.

Since engineers, familiar with prestressed concrete, structural steelwork and modem timber design ,
rarely use solid rectangular sections - because of their relatively low ZlA and riA values - but nearl y
always choose the more structurally efficient I , Tee , and box sections, a similar design choice is likely
to be made in prestressed brickwork.

We would suggest that designers consider the above statement, with a view to increasing the
efficiency of design of prestressed brickwork geometric sections. For the purposes of this document,
we have maintained a conservative approach, and used overall depth values in the example
calculations for the fin and diaphragm walls in section 4.

CRACKED &: UNCRACKED SECTIONS
Generally, the main purpose of post-tensioning brickwork is to overcome its relatively weak tensile
resistance. Plain brickwork, subject to bending, is usually designed to limit the tensile flexural
stresses , due to applied loading , to within acceptable limits. Alternatively, tensile limits may be
exceeded and the elements designed on the basis of a 'cracked section' analysis (see ref. I and ref.
4). There appears to be no fundamental reason why a similar approach, ie . cracked section analysis,
should not be used in post-tensioned brickwork design. However, it is considered that tensile
stresses , in general, should be limited to zero, at least for the working load condition, thus ensuring
that the design section does not 'crack'. Although in special circumstances, ego very short-term
loadings, tensile stresses within appropriate limits are acceptable , provided these can be
accommodated by the section , and do not create structural or durability inadequacy.

In this publication, it is considered wise to limit the ultimate loading condition to zero tensile stress ,
as for the working load condition. This is a conservative approach, but for those interested in more
advanced design, we would refer them to reference" . The application of a design, adopting the use
of a cracked section at ultimate load and zero tension at working load , can produce relatively slim
sections . Such a design was used on the Salvation Army Hall at Boscombe, shown on cover.
If research - for which we have been pressing for years - is carried out , then there are likely to be
further advances.

DETERMINATION OF POST·TENSIONING FORCE
The first stage in the design of post-tensioned brickwork is to establish the support system, and the
applied loads and momen ts. A trial section is adopted and then analysed, to determine the
14



theoretical flexural tensile stress. Having established the limit to be applied to the tensile stresses - in
general , zero tensile stress - the applied direct compressive stress, required to reduce the theoretical
flexural tensile stress to the chosen limit, may be determined.The post-tensioning force required is
the axial force necessary to produce the requisite levels of applied direct compressive stress, to
eliminate the theoretical flexural tensile stress or reduce it to the chosen limit.

axial load y,G.

bending J..
moment VIM rt~

~4!=;:......

applied post 
tensooing
force YIP,

solid wall withpost
tensioning rod in
the centre

post-tensioning rod anchored in
a concrete foundation

stress due
to axial load

+

stressdue
to bending
moment

resultant
stress
(theo retical)

1------------+--------1
y,Mf?=--.,.
Z ~v~

t---------vtG-;:;-,-_-y-,M:-:-f;;:,,- = ---=--------1

A Z ~vtG, + ~

(theoretical flexural ~ A Z
tensuejstress)

PI force required so that 'YrGk_ VIM + VIP, = 0
A Z A

1------------- +----------1
stress due to
post-tensioning
force

total
resuttant
stress

1---------- - ---------1
vtG, y,M + y,p~, + v.G y M YP- - - - .l!=k+_'_ + _'_'

A Z A A 'Z A

i.e. zero tensile stress

Figure 2.6

Consider the section, shown in Figure 2.6, subject to an applied design moment , YrM, and an axial
load of YPk> due only to its own weight. The combined stresses at the base of the wall are:

YPk + YrM
A - Z

The theoretical tensile stress is then:
YPk YrM
7\-z
Thus, if the net tensile stress, under this theoretical condition, is to be limited to zero, a
post-tensioning stress greater or equal to the numerical value of the theoretical tensile stress is
required:

. YtP, '" (YPk _ YrM )
ie , A ~ A Z

or YrP, ~ YPk - YrM .~ (7)

the effect of the post-tensioning force is thus to eliminate the tensile stress, but it should be noted it
also adds directly to the total compressive stress, which now equals:

YP. + YrM + YrP,
A Z A
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Though this is not always a problem, there are cases where high compressive stresses may not be
acceptable and the section may be uneconomic. The solution, then , is to apply the post-tensioning
force eccentrically.
ECCENTRIC POST-TENSIONING
In some cases, there are advan tages to be obt ained by applying the post-tens ioning force at some
suitable eccentricity, e. For retaining walls, and similar elements with the applied loading acting
permanently in one direction, it is generally most economical to provide the maximum design
eccentricity to the post-tensioning force . The value of this eccentricity - and the design
calculations - is then generally amended by the practicalities of the const ruction and detailing
(see section 3).

A reversible loading, such as wind loading, generally requires an axial post-tensioning force,
applie d at the centroid of the section. A uniform compressive stress is applied, to counteract the
maximum flexural tensile stresses which result from the bending moment exerted on either face
of the section, depending on the direction of loading being considered . The magnit ude of the
flexural tensile stresses occurring at each face will generally be equal. With asymme tr ic sections,
however, such as the fin wall, the respective maximum tensile and compressive stresses occurring
in the outer fibres, or face, can vary considerably, under the same value of applied loadin g,
when acting in reverse. This is due to the variation in the section modu lus, Z, for eac h face , see
Figure 2.7.

flange face-~..

axial load -yrGk

+

wall section

:..-r~'Q__ lin face

wall section
stresses - no post-tensioning

stress due
to axialk)ad

+ +

NB tensile stress is much greater in fin face __----
than flange face forsame applied moment

stress due
to bending
moment

total
resultant
stress

+

VIM~
Zmax + ~

Zmin

y,G, _ VIM ~-
A Zmax + 'Y,Gk +~

A Zmin

+

~
VIM

~ + - Zmin

Zmax

V
~ _ y,G, y,M

'Y,Gk +~ + A - zm;n
A Zmax

+

'irTeccentricity"

I post tension
. force PI

!,
1__----'IYf'

+
YIP.· f?->,.

Z max <:::::::tJ VIP,-
Zmin

bendingstress
due 10
eccentricpost
tensioning force

due to post
tensioning
force

axial stress

Figure 2.7

resultant
stress

I ,,~
I"

l.e. y£! - YIP.- •
A Z max I.e.~ + .Y!!):

A Z min

111 • and112 are values of resultantstress

Figure 2.8
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A post-tensioning force can be applied eccentrically to add , for instance , a grea te r compression
to the fin face than the flange face, see Figure 2.8
Th is counteracts the two different values of tensile stress proportion ately, see Figure 2.9. The
post-tension ing force and the eccentricity may be calculated as follows, referring to Figure 2.8.

t\ ~~,p,
'YIG k

eccentricity e ~l~~ ~~.

stress due I + I "Y~Gk I + 'Y,Gk

to axial 'cad I
A

+ +
stress due ~'YIM ~,M l?>-
to bending ~,M [j7 ~ Z min Z max <::::::::£J 'Y1M
moment Zmax Zmin

= =

resultant
......-;J ~,G, _ ~,M !?>.,

~ 'YrGk + "tIMstress (1) 'YfGk+ 'YrM V' A Zmi n
A Zrnax A Zmin

axial stress
due to post- I + 11: , I + I'Y: ,
tensioning
force

+ +
bending stress 'Y1Plee [':::::...", "YIPtee [':::::...",
duelo <::::::::::±J "YIPItle :cc:::::::::::: 'YIPleeeccentricpost- Zmax Zmax
tensioningforce Z min Zmin

=
'YIP, 'Y,p1tle 'YIP, 'Y,pIEle

resultant A - z max~'Y:' + 'Y,p1tle A - Z max~'Y1Pt + 'Y,P,"e
stress (2) Z min A Zmin

total zero~
resultant L + _:::oJ
torce (1+ 2)

Figure 2.9

Result ing compressive stress in flange face (1):

f t = yIP, _ ylP,e
I A z",~

Resulting compressive stress in fin face (2) :

..... . . (8)

. (11)

. (10)

. . .. .. . (9)f
t2

= yIP, + ylP,e
A z",in

In orde r to ba lance out the theoret ical tensile stresses , result ing from the applied loadings, the
compressive stresses, f' 1 and ft2 , sho uld be of the same values , as shown in Figure 2.8. Thus, fl1
and f' 2 are known , as is the cross-sec tional area , A , and the section moduli, z",~ and z",in'
These two eq uations, 8 & 9, can therefore be solved to determine bo th the post-tension ing force,
P" and the eccentricity, e.

Multiply (8) by Zmax and (9) by Zmin:

f YIP,
' 1 Zma. = A Zmax - ylP,e

f12 z. ; = Yfl z.; + ylP,e

Adding (10) and (11):

f Z + f Z . = ylP,Zmax + YrP,Zmin
t1 max t2 nun A A

Rearranging
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. ... .. . (12)(
fll z",ax + ftl Zm;n)

YIP, = A Z Z
max + min

The value of P, can thus be determined for equation (12) and substituted in either (8) or (9), to
find e . Rearranging equations (8) or (9) to find e:

e = ef' - f'l) ~;p: (13)

or,

e= (
f _ YIP, ) Zm;n
,2 A Y PI t

.... . . . (14)

Refer to section 4, example 2, for a worked example of the above theory. Further information
and discussion , relating to possible effects on eccentricity calculations due to deflection of the
structure during its loaded life , is contained in reference 16. The possible insignificant effect on
the applied eccentric force, due to the deflection under load of the structural element, is ignored
in this design guide.

CONCENTRIC PRESTRESS
1. COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH LIMITATIONS
If a section is prestressed concentrically, up to its full design compressive strength, there would be
no reserve of compressive strength to resist flexural compressive stress. Therefore,

Actual bending stress Actual direct stress 1
Design bending stress + Allowable direct stress <
11 can be shown that, for maximum efficiency for this restricted condition, fp = fUbe = fk/2 (since fUbe
+ fp = fk ) .

A graph Tl, Figure 2.10, can be plotted of the lateral force, q, against the prestress, f . As q
increases, so does the bending moment, M, and thus the bending stress MIZ. When the stress due to
prestress is zero - and assuming no design flexural tensile stress and a weightless section - then the
section cannot resist bending, and q is zero . As the stress , fp , increases, so may q be allowed to
increase. But, as shown above, when fp = fk there is no reserve for bending stress, and again q is
zero.

lp

where:-
q = lateral load able to be taken by

post-tensioned section
fp = stress due to post-tenaioninq

fk = characteristic compressive strength
of brickwork

gra phT1

Figure 2./0

Most bricks have a compressive strength varying from 20 - 70 N/mm
2

, and fk for a 20 N/mm
2 brick in

mortar designation (ii) = 6.4 N/mm
2

, and fk for a 70 N/mm
2 brick in mortar designation (i) = 19.2

N/mm
2

• Extending graph Tl for these values is shown in graph TI, see Figure 2.11.

~
19·2

graphT2
qo'''--L----'----..-"

Figure 2.ll
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This shows that , for this condition, there is a direct proportional relationship between the
compressive strength of the brickwork and the structural element's resistance to lateral loading. The
graph shows that the higher strength brickwork can withstand nearly three times the lateral load of
the lower strength brickwork . The lower strength brickwork must have either an increase in
cross-sectional area, or an increase in section modulus , or both , to match the performance of the
higher strength brickwork. The choice between the, normally, cheaper low strength brick, with
greater section modulus (or area) , or the relatively expensive high strength brick , depends on costing
the preliminary designs with both types of brickwork .

2. EFFECT OF SLENDERNESS RATIO
. effective height .

(a) The greater the ratro of ff . thok of any structural element, the lower becomes rts
e ecnve IC ness

compressive load resistance. The design compressive strength, f. , is reduced by a factor, ~ , which
depends upon the above ratio , known as the slenderness ratio , S.R.

When S.R. is 8 or less, ~ = I, and there is no reduction in f.. and the design comp ressive strength =
1.0fk - When S.R . is 27 (the maximum allowable), ~ = 004, and the design compressive strength is
OAf•.

q

Figure 2./2

It is obvious that a tall slender wall (S.R. = 27) has less than half the resistance of a short wall (S.R.
= 8). To reduce the S.R., it is necessary to increase the radius of gyration, which, in tum increases
the 'effective thickness' of the section.

(b) The S.R. affects ji, which, in tum , affects the design compressive strength, f. , and that affects
prestress, fp ' Cost comparisons of the alternative designs will show that it usually pays to increase the
radius of gyration of the section to reduce S.R.
CONCENTRIC VERSUS ECCENTRIC PRESTRESS
For simplicity, the above discussion has been limited to concentric prestress but, as has been shown,
it is often more efficient to apply the prestress eccentrically, see figure 2.13.

case ' case 2 case 3

M~
,...j;2 Z ~, Z

M' I 't- e ~ A M' I', e ~ A

I I I
! 1 I
I I I

bending 100f?=-..... 100['?--.", 100h
stress ""'<jloo """:;::::]100 """:;::::]1 00

0~.2ooprestress 1001 + 1100 o -------:::cJ 100

200~0resultant 1001 + 1100 looL+::------..stress 0

~b loo 2P2 = 200 2P, = 100
A A A

.·. P, = 100A .'. P2= l ooA .. P, ~ 50A

Figure 2./3
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Case 1 A concentric prestress results in a non-uniform compressive stress, so that the effective
eccentricity of the prestress (reduced) is eccentric.
Case 2 An eccentric, but high, prestress results in a uniform compressive stress - so that, effectively,
the prest ress is concentric.
Case 3 An eccentric and efficient prestress - only half the previous cases - resulting in a non-uniform
compressive stress.
Case 1 Is inefficent. It not only requires a high prestressing force, but the resultant compressive stress
is unnecesarily high.
Case 2 Is better , in that the resultant stress is not high, being only half case I. But , under prestress
alone, the compressive stress is high, as is the prestressing force. The prestressing. say for an
earth-retaining structure, could be increased in unison with the placing of the backfill, so that at all
times the resultant stress was uniform . Though this could be done, it would prove too labour
intensive and introduce complications to the construction process, both of which would have cost
implications.
Case 3 Is efficient. The prestress is low, as is the resultant stress.

CHANGES IN THE APPLIED POST-TENSIONING FORCES: LOSSES AND GAINS
The value of the post-tensioning force will vary over the service life of the structure. The changes in
the applied post-tensioning force occur durin g its application, immediately afterwards and over the
longer term. These changes, which are generally losses - but sometimes gains - are due to any, or
all, of the following:
(a) Elastic deformation of brickwork
(b) Creep of brickwork
(c) Relaxation of the post-tensioning steel
(d) Friction losses
(e) Moisture movement of brickwork
(0 Thermal movement of brickwork , rods and anchorages
(g) Natural 'growth' of clay brickwork

The factors are dealt with, to some extent, in a number of publications, although there is little
information on the actual values of each, relat ive to post-tensioned brickwork. The major loss of
prestress is that due to elastic cont raction of the brickwork . This loss can be recovered by re-strcssing
the rods , commonly termed 'topping-up' . Since brickwork is not a truly elastic materia l, it does not
contract immediately on application of the prestress but , like concrete , it gradually 'beds' down or
'creeps'. It is, therefore , preferable to top-up the prestress soon after the initial prestressing.

The value of all other losses, however , relative to the applied forces for preliminary design purposes,
is thought , at present, to be of the order of some 20 to 25 per cent. This is a significant amount but ,
given the order of factors of safety generally associated with plain brickwork design , ie. abou t 7, not
of overwhelming importance. The accuracy required in the determination of the changes inthe
post-tensioning force, is only within, say, 5% for most applications. The effect of losses, or gains.
however , should bc considered in each case, since they can be affected by the details and nature of
the construction to be adopted.
For most simple applications of post-tensioning to brickwork , as given in this document and from a
limited amount of research (see ref. 12 & 17), it is considered that 20 per cent losses, due to all
relevant factors, is adequate. This figure has proved satisfactory over a reaso nable period of time .
The changes in post-tensioning force in particularl y sensitive or specialised appl ication should be
considered in more detail. In circumstances where net gains in thc post-tensioning force are possible,
ie. clay brickwork with an overall growth factor which, on very rare occasions, can be greater than
all losses, allowance may be considered when assessing the design strengt hs, etc.

For calcium silicate bricks, with possible high shrinkage movement in combination with low strains in
post·tensioning rods , it may not be possible to design an effective post-tensioned brickwork element.
The percentage losses in the contraction of the calcium silicate brickwork may be grea ter than the
normal range of strains induced in conventional post-tensioning rods. The experienced designer
should, therefore , consider carefully both the level of percentage reductions in applied prestress
force, due to shrinkage of this type of brickwork , and possibly consider using a strand type
reinforcement, to gain extra strain in the post-tensioned steel. So far, we have no practical
experience, nor have we carried out tests in prestressed calcium silicate brickwork .

In BS5628: Part 2: 19853, Clause 30.2.1, there is a final sentence regarding design where low levels
of strain induced in the rods/tendons may lead to cancellation of induced prestress, by an
accumulation of losses. Th is should not deter the designer from a usefultechnique which has been
found, from experience on hundreds of projects, subject to the most severe weather conditions , to
be completely satisfactory.
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Wh ere there is a low level of stra in, designers sho uld , as a lways, exercise their judgement in
increasing the initial prestress, and thus the strain, to a llow for the losses mention ed in the Code . To
acco unt for the losses in the pos t-tensioning force, an increased force is applied which will, after
losses, give the value required . It is, genera lly, 1.25 YIP" where YrP, is the actua l des ign force ,
calculated from equation s (7) or (12).

PARTIAL FACTORS OF SAFETY ON POST-TENSIONING
The partial facto r of safety, Y" is applicable to loadings, moments and post-tension ing forces, in
deriving the various design equa tions. The numerical values for the parti al facto rs of safety on dead ,
imposed and wind loadin gs, are all as used for plain brickwork, and are given in B55628: Part 12 and
A ppendix A.

The partia l factor of safe ty on loads, Y" is ap plicab le to some degree to the post-tension ing force. It
appears that no research has yet been carried o ut, to det ermine sta tistica lly the appropriate YI va lues,
and the designer must assess the likely variables, to determine a suita ble figure . In the absence of
othe r guida nce, we would sugges t that the part ial factors of safety app licable to dead load ing, as
given in B55628: Part 12 and Appe ndix A. sho uld be used .

DESIGN STRENGTH OF POST-TENSIONING RODS
The pos t-tensioning rods are generally of high yield stee l to B54449, being grade 460. The
characteristic strengt hs, fy , and the re levant partia l factor of safe ty, Ym" are given in Append ix A .
The stee l is generally stressed to its des ign level, subje ct, o f course, to slight varia tion due to the
changes, as d iscussed previously, th rou ghout its service life. (Unlike most re inforce ment, which is
stressed to the maximum des ign value only when the full dead and imposed loading is applied - a
situat ion which, in man y cases, only occurs infreque ntly, and for sho rt period s, if at a ll.)

In view of this, and in order to limit the relaxation of the stee l, the stress in the post-ten sioning rods
is ge ne rally limited to 70 per cent of the maximu m design va lue . Thus, the design stre ngth of the
rods is given as follows:

D . h f I 0.7~esign strengt 0 stee = Ym,

DESIGN OF POST-TENSIONING RODS
Knowing the magni tude of the post-tensioning fo rce to be applied, and th e design strength of the
rods , the required area of th e rods ca n be determined as fo llows:
Design pos t-te nsio ning force ", Area of rods x design stre ngth of ro ds

ie. 1.25 YrP, '" A , x 0y:~Y

A . d 1.25 YIP, Ym, ( 16) (A . 200/. I ), req uIre "" 0.7f . . . . . . . . ssummg 0 osses

This a rea of steel required is the actual a rea, ie. the net ten sile are a of th e rod. As
post-ten sioning ro ds are ge nerally thread ed, th e redu ction in the area must be allowed for.
(Refe r to sec tion 4 , Example I , for worked example of th e above theory.)

It is possible to va ry th e number of rods , or th e area of th e rods, o r both , in a give n situation,
and -the most suitable , p ractical and eco no mic combinati on must be chosen by th e designer
de ta iler. T he spacing of th e rods is o ften go verned by such practical co nsideratio ns as
accommodating the required bearing plates, or positioning the rods with in vo ids in th e brickwork
co nstruction. The size of rods is a lso governed by pra etica l co nsidera tions (see sec tion 3).

APPLICATION OF THE POST-TENSIONING FORCE
The co mpression within the brickwork, as a result o f the post-tensioning, is induced by act ion of a
rod , or strand, in tension o n ancho rages at each end. One end is usually fixed and the other
adjustable. There are two main methods of applying the post-tensioning force to the brickwork
section. Both involve the stre tching of the steel rod , or strand - the differe nce being in the syste m
used to apply the force :

1. By means of jac king - usually used for high levels of prestress.
2, By means of a torque wrench - usually used for relativel y lower levels of prestress.

The jacking syste m allows a direct reading of the pos t-tensioning force on the dial gauge, mounted
on the hydraulic pump which applies pressure to the jack. The rod, o r strand, is lock ed into the jaws
of the jack by means of wedges. When the required predet ermined tensil e force has been applied ,
cross-checked by measurem ent of the exte nsion of the rod, or strand , the lock nut is tightened
aga inst the anchorage plat e , fixing the rod/s trand at the required exte nsion/force. Each jack and
pump is calib rated , to ensure accura te results in application of the post-tensioning force .
Design of post-tensioned brickwork.
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5 & 6. Bamton Library & Handforth Library. These projects demonstrate another op tion of the SeD system. Both have a
steel frame set well inside the building. with the roof cantilevered oUl. Using post-tension ed brickwork, one is freed from the
restraintsof the perimeter frame. In both these projects . the fenestration is precisely geared to the needs of the internal layout.
Architect: Cheshire Co unty Architects Deportment. Consu lting engineer: Curtins

The torque wrench system stre tches the rod by turning a nut on the threaded adjustable end, against
an anchorage plate. This extends the rod, which produ ces a tensile stress within it. The required
tension within the rod is known , and is related to the amount of tightening on the nut , ie. the torque
which is the turnin g moment required to produce the requisite stra in in the rod . The torque value
required is dependent on the amount of prestress required , and a number of other factors. Of these,
the most significant are the type and pitch of the thread and the friction developed between the
contact surface of nut , bolt and spreade r plates, etc. The advice of the manufacturer of the
equ ipment used to torque the rods should be sought as to the relationship between bo lt tension and
torque .

The method of determining torque , given in equation 17, is based on a genera l enginee ring formula
derived from test research . It involves using lightly oiled metri c threads , with self-finish nuts and
bolts and hardened washer between the nut and the spreader plate .

T
. d rod tension x rod diameter

orque require = 5

_ 1.25 y,P, x d
- 5 (17).

Torque values are usually expressed in klm units, whereas the post-tensioning force is usua lly
expressed in kN units -

103

IkN = 9.8 1' kgf = 102 kgf.

Since the actual force produced in the rod is dependant on many variables, the engineer should
satisfy himself, from experience or testin g, that the finally achieved force is in compliance with his
requirements.

High tensile steel rods arc comm only used in preference to wire stra nds, for prac tical reasons. Wire
strands have the advantage of being able to form a curved profile, to suit moment and shear
conside rations, and can make for a more structurally efficient design . Whilst such designs arc
perfectly feasible , experience has shown, so far , that such designs are neither cost-effective nor
possess good buildability.

The design of the upper anchorage will normally require a concrete capping beam to be placed
between the lock nut and steel anchorage plate and the brickwork section being prestressed. The
thickness of this capping beam and the reinforcement required within it, should be in accordance
with current codes of practice appertaining to prestressed concrete. The bursting stress, fh" ,

produced by the wedging action of the rod/tendon down through the concrete bea m, must be catered
for in the appropriate manner, as described in the Code .

Should a detail require that the prestressing force be applied directly through a steel anchorage plate
to the brickwork section, then the thickness of the plate should be checked. This will minimise the
likelihood of bending within the plate , and hence inducing of additional stresses, due to curvature of
the plate , to those already calculated , ie . local bearing stress and maxim um combined compressive
stress.
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,

CHECKING OF FLEXURAL AND DIRECT STRESS:ALL LOAD CASES
The magnitude of the post-tensioning force is based , generally, on the condition of 'no tensile stress'
in the section, under the worst loading combination and after losses have occurred, The tensile
stresses are, therefore , catered for. The combined flexural compressive stresses should then be
checked for the various combinations of loading after losses, against the limitations given in
equations (4) , (5) and (6).

The direct compressive stresses should be checked for the various combin ations of dead load,
imposed load and the post-tensioning force, before losses, against the limitations given in equations
( I), (2) and (3).

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL SHEAR STRESS
Having calculated the post-tensioning force, and checked the direct and flexural stresses, the shear
stresses should be considered. Ge nerally, the design of post-tensioned brickwork in shear is treat ed
in the same way as plain brickwork . The post-tensioning force adds to the applied axial loadings on
the section, and affects the design shear strength, but not the applied shear load.

The expression for shear stress, Vh ' is as follows:

Vh = VAy
Ib

Vh = shear stress
V = horizontal or vertical shear force
A = area of cross-section to one side of position where shear stress is being checked
Y = distance from neut ral axis to centroid of area

= moment of inertia (second moment of Area)
b = width at point being checked

However BS5628: Part 23 follows the same design procedure as that for concrete sections in BS81104
,

assuming Vh = V/bd, where b = the width of the web section for rectangular sections, or the width
of the web for T or I sections, and de = the depth of masonry in compression. This gives a lower
calculated shear stress for geometric sections than that from equation 18 and, whilst it has been
found appropriate for concrete design, we would recommend the higher value in brickwork design.

As always, enginee rs should exercise their judgement in accepting advice.

The design shear strength is equal to the characteristic shear strength, fyo divided by the partial factor
of safety for the material strength in shear, Ymv' The characteristic horizontal shear strength is given
a value in BS5628: Part 12 as:
I, = 0.35 + 0.6gA, with a maximum value of L75N/mm2

• •••• • • (19)
(mortar designations (i) and (ii), and where gA is the design vertical load in the wall). The value of
mv given in BS5628: Part 12 is 2.5, but in Part 23 it is 2.0. Refer to section 4, Exa mple 3, for a
worked example of the above theory, for use in comparisons with maximum shear, calculated for
geometric section, as against average shear values.

In post-tensioned brickwork, it is advisable that only mort ar designations (i) and (ii) should be used ,
and we are of the opinion that a maximum value of 1.75 N/mm2 may be reasonable for plain
brickwork, but not necessarily so for prestressed brickwork. The post-tensioning force may be
included in the design vertical load , gA ' and can thus increase the horizontal shear strength. In
brickwork , sections designed for flexure , on the basis of an uncracked section, the horizontal shear
resistance may be taken as occurri ng over the whole plan cross-sectional area . When the cracked

7 & 8. Congelton Library. Anxious 10 avoid an uninteresting rectangular box structure. the designers required the ground floor
brick walls to be set back, well inside the perimeter frame. As derestorey lights were required at this level, the walls Off!

unrestrained cantileversand, therefore, post-tensioned to resist wind loads. Thefirst floor brickwork is not post-tensioned,being
treated as panels spanning between rc columns. Architect: Cheshire County Architects Department. Consulting engineer: Curtins
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section analysis is applicable, only the uncracked section of brickwork will provide resistance to
horizontal shea r. It should be noted, however, that the vertica l stress on this reduced area will be
increased conside rably, and thus the horizon tal shear resistance will be maint ained at a compa rably
high level.

There is no guida nce on analysis of shear in cracked sections in BS 5628: Part 23
. Generally, only

horizontal shear on solid rectangular uncracked sections is dealt with, and designe rs working outside
this narrow restriction should assess the shear resistance, in each case, on the basis of sound
enginee ring principles.

Vertical axial loadin g is not recognised , in the Code, as providing any improvement in the vertical
shear strength in brickwork - nor is there any guida nce on the latt er given. In the more complex
sections, however, such as fins and diaph ragms, it see ms likely that vertical loadin g, particularly
when this is due to a post-tensioning force , will improve to some exte nt, and also, within a limited
range , the vertical shea r resistance . For the present , we recommend the adoption of the values from
BS 5628: Part 12

, for average horizontal shea r resistance , as being also the maximum shear resistance
values for geo metric sections in any plane .

In certa in instances, horizontal and vertical shear stress can gove rn the design , eg oheavily loaded
ret aining walls, when the post-tensioning force may need to be increased solely to improve the
horizontal shear resistance of the section.

PRINCIPAL TENSILE STRESS
Brickwork is a combinatio n of bricks and mortar, which are bo nded toge ther in tradition al patt erns.
Th e methods of combining the elements, together with the shape of the units, results in different
structural characteristics when loaded in different di rect ions, so that the material is very anisotro pic,
and more so than concre te . For exa mple, its flexural tensile strength, when be nding about an axis
perpe ndicular to the bed joints , is betwee n two and three times that whe n be nding about the axis
parallel to the bed joints. Its direct tensile strength is lower than its flexural strength, and differs
parallel and perpendicular to the bed joints; also the horizont al , vertical, and perpendicular shear
strengths differ.

Analysis of sections is thus , necesarily, more complicated than when dealing with a hom ogen eous
material such as structural stee l. Although eve n whe n using structural stee l in shapes such as
I-beams, etc, the analysis can be more complex than using simple rectangular shapes. In addition ,
when consideri ng the analysis of more complex geometric shapes, such as I-sections (e .g. in brick
diaphragm walls) eve n in homogeneous materi als, the analysis must be conside red in grea ter detail ,
due to the possibility of combined stress levels greater than the individua l stress values . In
brickwork, due to its inherent nature and, mo re pa rticularly, where geo me tric shapes other than the
simple rectangular section are used , a more detailed analysis of stresses is often required .

Brickwork design generally requires the applied maximum tensile and compressive stresses to be
compared with the relevant respective material strengths, as well as the ap plied maximum shear
stress. Additionally, parti cularly with the more complex geo me tric shapes , the principal stresses
should be calculated and compared with the relevan t materi al strength. Th e derivat ion of prin cipal
stresses is given in various text books on the strength of materials14 .

For a section in bending, subject to a normal stress, 0 " and a shea r stress, "txy, acting together, a
principal stress may be produced which is numerically larger than the stress at the extreme edges of
the section. The principal stresses are given by the following expressions' :':
principal compressive stress

ox Yox
2

° max = '2 """2' + "tx/

principal tensile stress

Y
r--:,:----

"_ox ox 2
o rrun - '2 """2' + L xy

maximum shearing stress

_omax - omin_ ,,/ox2 z
L max - 2 - V """2' + Lxy • . . . .• • (22)

The values of Ox will be appropriate values, as obtained for the point being analysed, from
consideration of the applied mo ments and axial forces with the section properties, ego

(L + M + pe )
A - Z - Z

The shear stress, Lxy, will be as calculated from equation (18) for the corresponding section being
considered. See Appendix E for Principal Stress Analysis by 'Mohr's Circle .
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DESIGN PRINCIPAL TENSILE STRENGTH
In many cases, it will be the principal tensile stress which will requi re checking. However, the
determination of the design principal tensile strength, to compare with the design applied stress, is
not straightforward. There is little research information available on this phenomena in brickwork ,
and no guidance whatsoever in the codes of practice. Designers must, therefore , assess a suitable
value on the basis of their engineering judgeme nt. We consider that - admittedly from limited
research experie nce - the principal tensile strength is, in general, likely to be half the shear
strength, fv •

Designers are advised to check the principal tensile stress in heavily prestressed geometric sections,
but , due to the high partial safety factors, there is rarely a serious design problem . Those that may
arise, can be solved by thickening the section in the area of high principal stress .

SHEAR LAG
With geometric sections, such as diaphragms and fins, the tensile and compressive stresses in the
flanges, arising during flexure , result in a shear transfer between the ribs and the flanges. In design,
the stress is transferred from the rib across the full width of the flange, at the rib/tlange interface, so
that the stress in the flange is uniform for the full width . In pure theory, however, the stress appears
to be at a maximum across the width of the rib, reducing to a minimum value within the section of
the flange between the ribs (sec Figure 2.14). This difference in stress level is termed 'shear lag' and
is caused by shear deflection . It has been observed in some steel box girders and other thin walled
structural elements.

The result of the shear lag in such sections, can be an increase in the flexural stresses and deflection .
The magnitude of the shear lag effect appears to be related to the ratio of span to depth and span to
rib spacing - the shorter the span the grea ter the effect of shear lag. It seems, that for relatively short
spans, the increase in the flexura l compressive stress could be as much as 25%.

plan

elevation

maximum at
rib position

minimum
between ribs stress distributionin flange at interface with rib

Figure 2.14

However , shear lag is a localised effect and, away from the rib/tlange interface, the stresses will
redistribute to more equal levels. In brickwork design, increases of up to 50% are considered
appropriate for localised compressive stress effects so, in most cases, it is considered that the shear
lag effect may be discounted in any analysis of stresses . (In recent research on prestressed diaphragm
walls", no shear lag effect was detected .)

In particular instances of very high stresses, approaching ultimate stresses, and/or where the span to
depth and span to rib spacing ratios are comparatively low, and/or where tensile stresses may be
critically affected, then the shear lag should be considered and stress levels adjus ted appropriately. It
should be noted that the critical effect of shear lag is restricted by the normal considerations of
maximum flange widths which are relatively ' thick', embraced within the design guides for geome tric
shapes, so that additional analysis will rare ly be required .

ELASTIC MODULUS 'E' VALUES FOR BRICKWORK
Brickwork is not a truly elastic material. Its stress/stra in relationship is similar to concrete , in that the
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graph is approximately parabo lic and not straight. Neverthe less, within the design strength range it
may be conside red to be 'e lastic' . The elastic modulus Em' depends on the brick strength, mortar
strength and their combination, as for the characteristic compressive strength.fk - Tes ts have shown
that Em for clay brickwork varies from about 600 - JO()(Jf. Nzmrrr', de pending on the mix of brick
and mort ar strengths. BS 5628 recommends that a value of the short term Em of 0.9f. kN/mm 2 may
be used , and half that for the long term, Em = 0.45f. kN/mm2

•

Designers may use this value in preliminary assessment of elastic contraction, but are advised to
check on site when re-stressing.

DEFLECTION
So far, no problem with excessive deflection has occurred with post-tensioned brickwork. But ,
designers are advised to check that the deflection does not exceed the values given in BS 5628: Part
23 as follows:
(i) length/125 for cantilevers
(ii) spanl250 for all ot her elements
(iii) span/5OU or 20mm, whichever is the lesser, on the rare occasio ns when partitions or finishes

may be affected after their construction .

Calculations for de flections are based on:

KWL
tJ. = ru- where,

tJ. = deflection K = factor depending on load distribution
W = load L = span
E = Elastic modulus I = second moment of area

It is ofte n difficult to determine W accurately. The span, L, is affected by the end conditions, and
thus tends to be an estimate . There may be uncertainty about the exact value of E, and it is comm on
to ignore the rods in determining I. I is constant about its cen tre of gra vity which , in normal
bending, coincides with the section's neutral axis. Under pres tress, the neutral axis does not coincide
with the centre of gravity, so that I, about the neutral axis, is a variable. As every expe rienced
designer knows, in view of these variables, it is highly unlikely that the calculated and actua l
deflection will equate. Furthermore , when the post-tensioning force is applied eccentrically, there
will be a reverse camber. As with other structural materia ls, the aetua l deflection is commonly less
than that calculated .

9

9. Corwen F.mergency Services Centre. The architects wanted brick cladding 10 the slender columns between garage doors,
and also wanted /0 avoid internal projections. Post-tensioned cavity brickwork provided a functionally superior and a much
simpler and cheaper alternative to the more obvious choice of steel or rc columns. Architect: C/wyd County Architects Dept.
Consulting engineer: Curtins
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3 DETAILING & WORK ON SITE

It is important that the design inten tion s arc transm itted into con structional det ails which are
bui ldable . d urable and eco nomic. The detailer sho uld not only fully understand the prin ciples
involved . but also the effects on the design of poor detailin g. Two fundamenta l aims must be
param ount in the dcta ilcr's mind .
(i) to transfer co rrec tly the required pos t-te nsioning force in the appropriate position to the correct
area of brickwork;

(ii) to ensure that the post-tensionin g syste m is prot eeted from co rros ion. so that no loss of des ign
stre ngth or unacceptable cracking of brickwork results.

In bo th of these aims, the de tailer must a lso consider the o peratives who will ca rry o ut the
construction of the details, and aim to make their job s as simple as possible .

The basic pro cedure , ge nerally ado pted fo r pos t-te nsioning brickwork, is to ancho r one end of a
high-tensile stee l rod . apply any additiona l corrosion prot ect ion . and then build the brickwork
seetion around it. The con struction must ensure that a gap is maintained bet wee n the rod and the
brickwork , to preven t friction losses of the post-tensio ning force . At the top of the brickwork, it is
usual to form the second ancho rage position for the post-ten sioning rod . The rod is then tension ed
by means of screwing a nut onto the threaded end , and tight ening by a torque wrench or jacking
aga inst the spreade r plate placed o n the second ancho rage. See Figure 3. 1.

lockingdevice

spreader plate

a - ':r-- nut torqued to
required force

~""'----anchorage to
foundations

"-lA ....4---protective treatment
10 rod

" -o'
,vm"', : ,~ · ~ ~ . '"
'% ldC" , :: ~ : : .' ,

. '

Figure 3.1 Post tension ed cantilever cavity wall

Whilst the process see ms simple eno ugh. there are some pitfalls which can be enco untered . It is,
therefore , intended to give some po inters in the fo llowin g paragraphs to ass ist in avo iding , or
overcoming, the more commo n ones .

STEEL TENDON/ROD CONSIDERATIONS
There are two types of tendon used in prestressing, wire strands and steel bars; both of which should
conform to the requirem en ts of either BS 4486 or BS 5896. T he use of mild steel rods sho uld be
avoided , due to the excessive loss of prestress resulting from cree p in the stee l. Fo r most brickwor k
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elements, particularly vertical ones, it is more practical, both in terms of construction and of
post-tensioning, to use high-tensile stee l rods in preference to wire strands, since the rods arc more
rigid and need less temporary support .

The location of the post-tensioning rod and detailing of the brickwork section is governed by a
number of important design requirements. the main ones being:
(a) the optimum position for the post-tensioning force to provide the largest resistance to applied
loading
(b) the practical physical dimensions and bonding arrangements arou nd the rod location
(c) the required cover to the rod , in order to achieve adeq uate protection against corrosion.

~/"I M (earthr retention)

r constant
.../ direction

6" of horizontal
load

r oompooent

~~t:::l\!!'j,,:--eccentric... p .t. rod

..... dtrecnon
of__ load

plan wall no. 1

grouted
pocket

-
plan wall no. 2

t
wall
I

r Wind
load

r in
eitherr direction

~M (Wind)

,-, p.t. rod on
{wall

load in
~either

direction

Figure 3.2

Requirem ent (a) is determined from the type and direction of the applied loading. In Figure 3.2, the
cantilever wall No I is designed to resist lateral forces in one direction only. from the ea rth pressure
and surcharge at the rear of the retaining wall. For this design, the optimum location for the
post-tensioning rod is eccentric to the centroid of the wall section. so as to cancel out part of the
applied moment.

The cantilever wall No 2 is subjected to wind load in both directions. ie. pressure and suction of
approximately equal intensity. The optimum location of the post-tensioning rod is. therefore. central
to the symmetrical wall section shown. so as to give the maximum balance of resistance under each
loading.

Various locations for post-tensio ning rods. to fulfil requirement (b) . arc available in a wide variety of
cavities. formed by different types of bonding. and some examp les are shown in figure 3.3. The
method of protecting the stee l rod will, in some cases, dictate the size of the pocket required . This is
dealt with in more detail in the Durabilit y section of this design guide .

CURTAILMENT & EXTENSION
As well as ensuring the design requirements are translated into practice. it is important to take
account of the physical dimensions applicable to the detail, As with all forms of construction,
detailers should put themselves in the place of the trades men, whose task it is to build the structure
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in accord ance with the detail and to satisfy the design requirements. It is import ant that the
bricklayer 's job is not made more difficult by impractical details, such as num erous unwieldy steel
rods , located in difficult bondin g ar rangement s. Th e simpler the detail is to build , the more likely it
is that the design standards will be met on site .

Ta ble 3. 1 is a guide to the dctailer , to indicate typical examples of maximum practical limits for
projection of post-tensioning rods in various construction conditions.

Condiliun Rod location Diameter or Rod Recommended maximum
Imm! projection tength (m)

Vertical wall o r co lumn. Foundat ion starte r bars 12 1.5
normal access 16 1.5

20 2.11
25 2.0

Vertical wall o r co lumn. Upper lift of main bars 12 2.0
normal access 16 2.0

211 3.0
25 3.11

Vertical wall or co lumn. good access Foundation starter bars 12 2.5
and tem porary suppo rt to rods 16 2.5

2lJ 3.5
25 3.5

Vertica l wall or co lumn. good access U pper lift of main bars 12 4.11
and tem porary support to rods 16 4.11

20 4.5
25 4.5

Should these lengths , or those thou ght to be practical by the detail cr , need to be exceeded, then the
extension of the rod can be achieved using a threaded ferrul e , as shown in Figure 3.4.
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10 & II. Rhyl Parish Centre. The roof is supported by a common steel column, at the central point ojinterseaion. and by
steel columns located at the comers of the fou r units. Bearing in mind its use as a church, clerestorey lighting was fell to be a
functiona lly appropriate so lution 10 the problem of providing natural light . Which meant, ofco urse, that the perimeter walls
would become unrestrained cantilevers and vulnerable to wind loads . Post-tensioning provided the answ er. A rchitect:
Weightman & Bullen. Consulting engineer: Cu rtins

12. Oak Tree LaneComm unity Centre, Mamdield. A project, that recognised the etw rmous potential ofpost-tensioned
diaphragm wall buildings . It was built in an area subject to mining subsiden ce. Pos t-tensioned rods were introduced into the
walls and anchored into the raft fo undation (see diagram) - the effect of the torqued walls was 10 cause the raft fo undation and
the diaphragm walls to act compositely. thus providing greater stiffness and much increased resistance to the induced tensile
stresses. Architect: F. R. Wallen , District Architect, Mansfield District Co uncil. Job architect: Jenny Bishop. Consulting
engineer: Curtins

APPLYING THE FORCE
As a ge nera l rule , the pos t-te nsioning force must not be applied unt il the mortar has rea ched the
design strength. Table 3.2 gives guida nce on the time to be allowed for different co nditions.

Mortar Curing Curing Ilosl~ll'nsil lflinR

desil:nalion cond ulons ""rio<!

(i) (ii ) Winter l-l days + number of days P.T. after curing rc-strcs s
below specified minimum (top up) 14 days later
temperature

Summer 14 days ditto

The more common method of app lying re latively light prestressing force is by tight en ing a nu t at the
top of the rod , using a torque wreneh and multi plie r , aga inst a steel plat e anehored into , o r on to, a
concre te pad or capping beam. See Figure 3.5.

In order to ensure that the des ign post-tension ing force is actua lly applied in praetice , using this
det ail, a number of points are critical. These are, the clea nliness and cond ition of the threads. the
type of thread , the degree of lubri cat ion and the free do m of the nut to slip. All effect the final
tension produced in the rod fro m the app lication of the specified torq ue . In add ition, corrosion co uld
affect the lon g term stresses in the rod .

The followin g should be specified :
(a) the threaq to be used ;
(b) cleaning and lubrication of the threads;
(e) method of applieation of the foree ;
(d) method of lock ing the ancho rage nut into pos ition;
(e) any periodic checks or tightening, to adj ust for creep or ot her losses ;
(0 the need to keep mortar , briek chipp ings and ot her debris away from the rod and its void ;
(g) protection treatment against corrosion.
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Based on past expe rience , it is important to provide protective covering to the threaded rod , prior to
applying the to rque .

To ensure that the nut passes free ly ove r the threads, it should be specified that , prior to applying
the force , the nut should be run up and down , at least once, to a level below which it will finally rest.
Lub ricat ion of nut and threads should then follow . T his will need to be done before construction of
the upper anchorage . since the lower threads wou ld be be low the leve l of the anchor plate . and
hence inaccessible.

tightening nut
and washer

reinforced
concrete
capp<ng plate

diaphragm wall----'''- ' '/ p.t. rod

Figure 3.5

Th e detail at the head anchorage is critical. to ensure efficient transfer o r torque to the post
tensioning fo rce in the rod. In addi tion. a numb er of other points within the tot al syste m must be
carefully detailed . to avo id excess ive losses. Figure 3.6 illust rates seve ral key areas whe re losses may
occur. if no t properly detailed .

"e~;)-- dirt & rust on thread

non-ahqnmentof plate.
cappmq beam and rod
(causing frictional losses)

~r & brick chips trapped
aqamst p.t. rod (frietionallosses)

kink in p.t. rod (losses due
to straightening 01rod)

rodcurvingas it leaves the
anchorage (losses due.0
straighteningof rod). rod
should pass a minimum of
4d into concrete before
curing

Figure 3.6

DURABILITY
When it is intended to adopt post- te nsioning brickwork as a structura l eleme nt, preventi on of
corrosion of the steel rods is one of the main conside rations. Poor det ailing can lead to inadequate
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life of the structural element, due to corrosion of the rod, and possible cracking of the surrounding
concrete/brickwork, and ultimate loss of prestress.

The following are possible protection treatments for high tensile steelwork within the brickwork
element :
(a) use waterproof paint and wrapping aro und the rod;
(b) use galvanised or stainless stee l for all steelwork elements ;
(e) grout the voids/ducts aro und the rod and anchorage detail, with an adequate cover of dense,
compacted grout or concrete.
(Grouting must only be carried out after application of the prestress.)

As with reinforced brickwork detailing, it is essential to adopt the most suitable form of corrosion
protection for the conditions and location of the element in question . Each of the above methods, or
a combination of them , could provide adequate protection to high tensile stee l, given that the
detailing is compatible with the method chosen. The following series of Figures (3.7 - 3.9) give
examples of protection and outline the details which are required to make them work . It is obviously
not possible to cover every situation and, of course, the economics of adopting certain details may
appeal to some designers but may not be desirable to others .

Figure 3.7
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13 & 14. The Orsborn Memorial Hall, Boscombe, Boomemouth. In order to maximise the effect of natural lighting, the
architect required minimal brick panels between full height glazing. It wa< also desirable to break up the large flank elevation,
fro nting the road, with shallow brick piers which would reflect the domestic scale of the majority of the surrounding properties.
Post-tensioned V-shaped brick panels designed between fu ll height windows to span a height of5.5m as a propped cantilever.
These post-tensioned brick panels also provided support for the cranked steel roof beams, which were designed as 'simply
supported' between the tops of the piers. Lateral loading Wa5 resisted at the roof level by incorporating bracing, which
transferred the wind loads bock to the gable shear walls. Architect: Major D. Blackwell, The Salvation A rmy.
Co nsulting engineer: Curtins
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Figure 3.8
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Figure 3.9

As a genera l rule, we would prefer a protective treat ment which is inherent in the materials used in
the stressing system, such as stainless steel. Certainly, stainless stee l is more expe nsive, but the
'extra-over' cost for the total project is usually insignificant , as a percentage of the total cost. If
galvanised stee l is used , we would recommend a secondary protective coating of a bitumen, or water
resistant paint, in order to combat micro-cracking of the zinc coating of the stressed stee l. Should the
above protective treatment prove ecomonieally acceptable, then it is important to ensure that
compatibility of materials in contact, or close proximity, is adhered to, in order to prevent
electrolytic reactions and hence the risk of corrosion.
When considering a high tensile stee l system, painting with bitumen , or other flexible and
waterp roof coating, and wrapping the painted rod with a flexible impervious membrane (Denso tape
or similar) can be very effective, as it can be monitored and inspected prior to the brickwork being
constructed around it. The anchor plate , nut and locking device would requ ire protection and one
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method of achieving this is to encase the anchorage in grout. within the preformed pocket in the
cappin g beam.

The use of grout as the sole method of protection, we think to be the most hazardous and . therefore ,
the least likely to succeed. If adopted. grea t care must be taken to ensure that both air voids . and
voids caused by trapped mortarlbrick chippings, are totally eliminated . Sec figure 3. 10. This enta ils
particularly good practical details and close site superv ision of the construction, since the grout
protection is not applied until the brickwork has been constructed. and this can restrict the quality of
workmanship and its inspection . A final inspection of the quality of treatment is, in most cases.
difficult if not impossible. without des troy ing the clement.
When ado pting the grouting meth od of pro tectio n, we recom mend that the grout cover provided
should be at the very least equal to that for concrete cover in reinforced concre te. and no reliance
should be given to the add itiona l protection prov ided by the brickwor k.

section through narrow cavity wall

p.t. rod

mortar/brick
chips lodged
priorto
grouting

trapped air
causing large
voids during
grouting

15& 16. Ambulance Canopy, St Michael's Hospital , Braintree. The ambulance port fonns the main entrance into the
Rehabilitation Department, for both ambulancesand the general public. Consequently, it was important to achieve an
aesthetically pleasing appearance, whilst maintaining the overall purpose ofproviding shelter 10 incoming patients , during
transfer between the ambulance and the hospital. The architect elected to usea tiled roof canopy on brick piers, without
interconnecting side walls, to give an open structure on all four sides. Structurally. therefore, the problems were of overall
long-term stability, and short-term stability after accidental damage due to impact. The supporting brick piers are a hollow-box,
440mm square, with a central void of235mm through which two high yield 16mm diameter bars pass to post-tension each pier.
17Ie moment of resistance of each pier war thus increased by a factor of well over 8 times compared to a 440mm square solid
brick pier, and its impact resistance WtU massively increased. Should a pier be accidentally removed, the post-tensioning rods
also act as ties in the opposite comer pier, to prevent total roof collapse. Regional A rchitect: North East Thames Health
Authorily. Co nsulting eng ineer: Cu rtins
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CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS
LOWER ANCHORAGE
T here are several ways in which the lower anchorage of the post-ten sioning rod can be achieved .
Whether the ancho rage mass in which the detai l occurs is con cret e . stee l or masonry. the
anchor age det ail must be durable and fulfil the main structura l requirem ent of resistin g the
post-tensioning force. It must res ist the applied load . within the allowable stresses of bond .
shea r . bea ring. burstin g. etc. for the mat eri als used . Ty pica l details of lower ancho rages in
various materi als and locati on s are shown in Figure 3. 11.

p.t. force p.t. force

locally reacted by
bond around bar
in concrete

locally reacted by
bearing and shea r
on concrete

I
-~~-

p.t. force

(a)
bond anchorage foun dation

p.t. force

(b)
end plate mechani cal anchorage foundation

p.t. force

(e) (d)
end plate anchorage inlbnck wall door lintel anchorage

upper floor slab

(e)
upper floor slab anchorage

locally reacted by
bea ring on concrete

concrete linte l

loca lly reacted
h..!~~t--by bearing strain

on brickw ork

Figure 3. / 1

UPPER ANCHORAGE
T he post-ten sioning force is applied at the top of the rod a nd sec ure d by means of an upper
ancho rage . Three main crite ria must be considered at this position :
(i) the transfer of the force into the brickwork;
(ii) the application of the forces;
(iii) durability.
Typical details of upper anchor age syste ms are shown in Figure 3. 12.
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Figure 3. /2
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DPC'S (HORIZONTAL)
The horizontal dpe in a vertically post-tensioned brick wall is critical to the structural performance of
the wall. Since compressible dpe membranes would cause a loss of prestress. they should neither
squeeze out. nor be affected by the expected temperature changes. In many cases. the post
tensioned element will be subjected to quite large horizontal loads . so the dpe must be able to resist
horizontal shear without excessive movement . and also without damage to the damp proof resistance
of the membrane.

The most suitable dpc's are engineering brick or slate . Some modem damp proof memb ranes are
also suitable. but must be carefully checked and resea rched before use. since the data may not be
available from the manufacturer.

DPC'S (VERTICAL)
Vertical dpc's between vertically post-tensioned elements do not normally require any special
structural consideration. except that they crea te discontinuity and. in effect. separate the elements.
However . when vertical shear is critical to the design at a joint location. it will be necessary to ensure
that the vertical shear is transferred across the dpe membrane. by means of galvanised metal or
stainless steel. or other suitable ties. For example. in the diaphragm wall section. shown in figure
3.13. where it is necessary to transfer the vertical shear force into the ribs from the externa l walls.
ties are inserted across the dpe membrane (bitumen painted joint) . in order to prevent the wall from
shear failure.

vertical section

f'- II V....
1'- U r\.

H

~ I '-
i"- II

II '\f'- H
f\.

stainless steel shear ties
every other course to suit design

vertical dpm sectionalplan

Figurd .J3

MOVEMENT JOINTS
No ties should be used across movement joints. since this would obviously negate their function .
Such joints effectively separate the structure into elements. and each should be designed to function
independently.

SUMMARY
There are a wide variety of specific applications of post-tensioning brickwork elements and varying
details could be applied to all of them . It is outside the scope of this design guide to discuss every
possible detail. All we have tried to do is to list some typical examples of details used by us in some
of our structural designs.

Typi€aJ construction d~lOil.s for post-tensioned brick walls.
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Figure 3. /5
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Figure 3. / 6
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T)pit'aJconstruction details fo r post-tension ed brick columns.
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Figure 3. /9 Figrm-3.20

17 & 18. UUPA Hospital, Havant . The first floor link area between the wards and the operating theatres waf required by the
architects to be given ample natural light. To achieve this, continuous whitlows for the fu l/ length of the link were needed.
resulting in an unrestrained cantilevering brick wall. To resist the lateral loads on this cavity wall post-tens ioning was utilised,
with the post-tensioning rods cast into the first floor slab ami taken up the cavity of the two leaf brick wall. A rchitect: Lambert
Sco tt & Innes. Consulting engineer: Curtins
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19 & 20. Goodwill Centre, Milton Keynes. The aims of the design were three-fold:

1. To allow plenty ofsunshine into the building and to maximise the pleasant views, particularly to the north .
2. To open up the building to the Comm unity, and so dispel any mystique surrounding The Salvation Army.
3. To provide a strong roofshape, to complem ent the corner site and distinguish the building fr om the surrounding flat-roofed
housing.

The resultant design makes extensive use of comer windows, and hipped roof s with large overhangs. CHI heights are kept low,
to allow views of the ample landscaping that surrounds the building. In order to achieve these requirements, particular note had
to be taken regarding the tall storey-height walls ofthe main hall, coupled with the large glazed areas. The cavity wall panels
between windows were designed to span vertically under direct wind loads. The dwarf walls below windows were
post-tensioned, to act as vertical cantilevers so as not to transfer additional loads onto the panel walls. This facility kept the
thickness ofthe panel walls down to acceptable proportions. Architect: Major D. Blackwell, 71,e Salvation A m ry.
Cons ulting enginee r: Curtins
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4 DESIGN EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1

CAVITY WALL RESISTING LATERAL WIND LOAD
The side walls of the link corridor between a sports hall and swimming pool, shown in Figure 4.1,
are required to have high level horizontal strip glazing. in order to provide natural lighting while
maintaining a discrete link between the changing facilities and the pool.

The two main buildings are of loadbearing briek construction, and the link corridor is to be built in
brickwork . without protrusions either internally or externa lly.

The bricks to be used are clay bricks. having a minimum compressive strength of 30 N/mm 2
• and a

water absorption of 9% . set in a designation (ii) mortar. The partial safety factor for the material is
taken as 2.5. and the characteristic wind load is 0.7 kN/m2

•

The density of the masonry will be taken as 19 kN/m-'. No vertieal load is imparted from the link
corridor roof. which spans between the two main buildings.

t L

I I
concrete rooT"

horizontal strip glazing_
1

concrete eill

102.5 102.5
1

f-- 60 cavity
concrete raft fOUndatiol

t

250

characteristic
windload
0·7 kN/m2

750

Figure 4./

Basic steps involved in calculation
(I) Determine the characteristic loads.
(2) Calculate design loads.
(3) Assume wall thickness of section and check slenderness ratio and. hence. capacity reduction

factor.
(4) Calculate design strengths of brickwork
(5) Calculate section modulus of the wall.
(6) Calculate maximum bending moment. due to applied loading.
(7) Calculate maximum theoretical flexural tensile stress. due to applied load .
(8) Calculate design post-tensioning stress required .
(9) Consider compressive stresses - after losses.
(10)Check compressive stresses - before losses.
(11)Calculate post-tensioning rod area. and No. required .
(12)Calculate required torque to develop tension in rod.
(13) Design anchorage and spreader plate .
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= 460 N/mm2

1.15f. 1.15 x 8.4
= Ymm = 2.5

= 3.86 N/mm2

= 1.1513f.
Ymm

Design compressive strength, in
wall height

Slenderness ratio

(1) DETERMINE THE CHARACTERISTIC LOADS
Wind = 0.7 kN/m2 = 0.7 kN/m , for 1m wide strip.
No load imposed from roof.
Self weight of wall = I x 0.102 x 19 x 1.75 = 3.4 kN/m , on each leaf.
Weight of strip glazin g = 0.05 kN/m , on each lea f.
Total characteristic dead load , G. = 3.45 kN/m , o n each leaf.

We would point out that significant horizontal applied loading may result from handrail loading,
pushing crowds or othe r circumsta nces . While , in this example, no such load ing has been assumed ,
designers sho uld conside r the possibility of horizontal applied load ing for the part icular structure
being designed .

(2) CALCULATE THE DESIGN LOADS
From BS 5628: Part I: cl 22:
For the loading cond itions dead plus wind only, the applicab le partial safety factors are 0 .9 or 1.4
and 1.2 respect ively.
Design dead loads = 0.9 x 3.45 = 3.105 kN/m length , on each leaf

= 1.4 x 3.45 = 4.83 kN/m length , on each leaf
Design wind loads = 1.2 x 0.7 = 0.84 kN/m height.

(3) SLENDERNESS RATIO
Effective height , her = 2L, assumed as a free cantileve r,

= 2 x 1750
= 3500 mm

Effective th ickness, tel =; (102.5 + 102.5), cavity wall construct ion,
= 136.66. effectively tied together.

_ effective height _ 3500
- effective thickn ess - 136.66
= 25.6, say 26.

Since loading is own weight only, and post-ten sioning is applied concentrically , eccentricity = zero.

From Table 7 (BS 5628: Part 1), capacity reduction factor, 13 = 0.45 .

(4) CALCULATE DESIGN STRENGTH OF BRICKWORK
From Table 2 (BS 5628: Part 1)
Characteristic compressive stre ngth, f. = 8.4 N/mm2

Characteristic flexural co mpressive
strength, flo = 1.2 x 8.4 = 10.08 N/mm 2

Characteristic flexural tensile strengt h is limited to zero for design pu rposes.

Steel
Ch aracteristic tensile strength, fy

Design strength - after losses
Design compressive strength, at base
(BS 5628: cl.23 .1.2 for narrow wall
facto r 1.15)

Design flexural compressive strength

1.15 x 0.45 x 8.4
=

2.5
= 1.74 N/mm2

•

1.15fr 1.15 x 10.08
= Ymm = 2.5

= 4.64 N/mm2

Design flexu ral tensile strength = limited to zero .

(5) CALCULATE THE SECTION MODULUS OF THE WALL
For a cavity wall , the section modulus for each individual leaf will be calculated, and the applied
stresses will be distributed accordingly , each leaf being checked independently. In this example , both
leaves are of the same thickness:

I x 1000 X 1022
Hence , Z = 6 = 1.734 X 106 mnr ' , for each leaf.
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Design method
The theo retical flexural tensile stress developed in the wall due to lateral loading, in the absence of
any post-tension ing force and in combination with minimum compressive load, will be calculated . A
compressive stress, required to eliminate this theoretical flexural ten sile stress , will then be applied
by means of a post-tensioning force . The section will be chec ked for stab ility for the compressive
stresses induced by the post -tensioning force , and ot her load combinations, both before and afte r
losses.

The post-tensioning force is used to det ermin e the required diameter and spacing of the rods. and
the torque required to induce the tensile force in the rods is also calculated.

Finally. the upper and lower anchorages are des igned to ensure that the compressive stress is applied
to the brickwork without causing local compressive failure of the brickwork or concre te footing.

(6) CALCULATE BENDING MOMENTS AT THE BASE OF THE WALL

1.25

1.75
(h)

L- ---'_ _ ~

Figure 4.2

Therefore , maximum bending mom ent at base of each leaf is:

h2 h2

YrHWlh + YrWkl 2 and YrHw2h + YrWk2 2

Therefore, design moments at base are:

1. Wind on glazing,
M, = YrHwl h and YrW2h.

As Z I = ~, HWI = HW2'
0.7 x 1.25

=
2 x2

= 0.219 kN .
Therefore , Mbl = 1.2 x 0.219 x 1.75

= 0.46 kN.m, for each leaf.

2. Wind on wall,
h2 h2

Mb = YrWkl 2 and YrWk2 2 .

As z, = ~, Wkl = Wk2,

Th f M - 12 0.7 1.75
2

ere ore, b2 - . x 2""" x -2-

= 0.643 kN.m .for each leaf
Combining for total bending moment at base :
Mb1 + Mb2 = 0.460 + 0.643

= 1.103 kN.m, for each leaf.
Therefore , stress at base due to applied lateral loading is:

+ M _ 1.103 X 106

- Z - 1.734 X 106

= ± 0.636 N/mm2, for each leaf.

(7) CALCULATE THE MAXIMUM TENSILE STRESSES AT THE BASE

D · . I d did h I f - 3.105 x 10:'esign vernca ea oa on eac ea , g, - 102 x 1000

= 0.030 Nzrnm".
Hence, theoretical tensile stress without post-tensioning force :
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M
f,=/ld - Z

Where , M = design bending moment at the base
Z = section modulus of the wall
gd = axial compressive stress from dea d load

Theoretical flexural tensile stress = 0.030 - 0.636
= - 0.606 N/mm 2

(8) CALCULATE DESIGN POST-TENSIONING STRESS REQUIRED
In orde r to eliminate this theoretical flexural tensile stress the design post-tensioning stress required

= + 0.606 N/mm 2

Apply the partial safety factor for loads,
o( = 0.9 (in which the post-tensioning force is trea ted as a dead load )

Therefo re , characteristic pos t-tensioning stress ,

f
0.606

P=+Q:9
= + 0.673 N/mm2

process of elimination of
flexural tensile stress

wallsection

0030~~ ~=i0 030

0636[ L 0636[L
.- '\JJ 0636 ~J0 636

(all stressesare in N/mm2 )

Figure 4.3

compressive stress due
to min. dead weight

bending stress due to
wind pressure

theoretical resultant
stress block

compressive post
tensioningstress

final stressdistribution
- all compression

Hence , fuue for each leaf

(9) CONSIDER COMPRESSIVE STRESSES - AFTER LOSSES
In this example, dead load plus wind load will be the most onerous case for checking, using the
appropriate partial safety for loads. Where superi mposed loading is present (from roof) then dead +
super and dead + super + wind must also be checked (see example 2).

Design axial stress fuue = (Y~k) + post-tensioning stress

where G, = characteristic dea d load .

= ( 1.4 x 3.45 x 10') ( 1 4 x ()673)
( 1 x 102 x J(XlO) + . .

= 0.990 N/mm2
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= ± 0.636 N/mm2

= 0.99 ± 0.636 N/mm 2

= 1.63 or + 0.35 N/mm2

= 4.64 N/mm2
, which exceeds 1.63 N/mm2

; the wall is therefore
satisfactory for this loading co nditio n.

Design compressive strengt h of wall is 1.74 N/mm 2 (taken at mid-height as the majority of axia l
load is from PI force), which > 0.99 N/mm2 as calculated above; therefore wall is adequate for this
loading condition.

Stress from wind load ing
Co mbined stresses

Design flexural compressive
strength of wall

(10) CHECK COMPRESS IVE STRESSF.5 - BEFORE LOSSES
Increased post -tensioning stresses by 20% , to cover allowance for losses .
Design axia l stress before losses (for each leaf) ,

f (ytGk) y, x characteristic post-tensioning stress
uac=~ + 0.8

(1.4 x 3.45 ) x 10' \.4 x 0.673
= + -'-'-----o-c'-'-''-'-''-

\02 x 1000 0.8
= 1.225 N/mm 2•

Design strength of the wall before losses:
I 2511 (\ 15f .) where fk; is the characteristic compressive strength of the brickwork when

= ' y ' k, the post -tensioning force is applied (fk ; = fk for this example) .
mm

For brickwor k of 30 N/mm 2 in designat ion (ii) mortar, design strengt h

= 1.25 x 0.45 x 1.15 x ~::
= 2.\7 N/mm2

This exceeds the stress before losses and is therefo re satisfacto ry.

(ll) POST·TENSIONING RODS
Characte ristic post-tensioning stress required to be transmitted into the brickwork = 0.673 N/mm2

•

Which , per metre run of wall ,

0 .673 x 2 x 102 x 1<P
= il)3 = 137.3 kN/m , on bo th leaves.

Allowance for 20% losses

137.3
=0:8
Limit st ress to

= \71.6 kN

= 613 mrrr' per m .

_ 0.7f. _ 0 .7 x 460
- Ym. - 1.15

Therefore , area of steel required

171.6 x t<P
=

280
Use T25 at 725 mm de (675 mnr' per rn) .

(12) CALCULAT E TORQUE TO PROVIDE TENSION
Bolt tension x bolt diameter

=
5

\71.6 X 10.1 x 0.725 x 0.025
= 9.8\ x 5

= 63.4 kgf.m

Design co mpressive strength of wall

(13) DESIGN UPPER AND LOWER ANCHORAGF.5
(a) Design upper spreader plate anchorage
Rod force = 171.6 x 0.725 = 124.41 kN .
Maximum design force per rod = 124.4\ x y, = 121.4\ x 1.4

= 174.2 kN

1.5 x 1.15 x 8.4
=

2.5
= 5.80 N/mm 2•
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In which a 1.5 strength factor has been incorporated , to take account of the local bearing condition
of the spreader plate on the brickwork .

=Area of spreader required
174.2 X 103

5.8
= 3(XI)4 mrrr ' .

The refore, length of spread along two leaves (see Figure 4.4)
3!X)34

= 2 x 102
= l47mm.

With a 50mm concrete cill, and allowing for a 45° load spreading through the concrete , length of
plate required: = 147 - 2 (37.5)

= 72 mm.

Therefore. use a l25mm long by 210mm wide x 20mm thick spreader plate .

concrete cill spreader plate

5OF56~stb6C!437.5
long section

spreader plale

concrete Cill-1f'Ei~~

cross section

load spread evenly and
equallyonto both leaves
of cavity wall

Figure -1.0/

(b) Design lower anchorage
The lower anchorage for this example will be achieved by the bond developed between the TIS
reinforcing bar and the concrete foundation into which it is cast.
Care should be taken to see that the bar requ ired to develop the necessary bond is detailed with a
suitable radius. to ensure no local bond failure within the concrete foundation . The bar should have
sufficient length . cast into the concrete foundatio n. to allow for possible wrappi ng in protective
material at the top of the foundation . It is important to ensure that the bar is straight and para llel to
the direction of the applied post-tensioning force. (See details in Figure 3.7 and 3.11).

N. B. When designing spreader plat es 10 bear directly Ollto (wo leaves ofa cavity wall, or to spall across (l furge void ill a
brick work element, care should be taken to avoid bending clIrm tllre in the spreade r pia/ e. which could cause horizontal thrusts
at the top of the wallielemem. As well Cl5 ens uring that the steel plate is of sufficientthickness, consideration should be given to
placing extra horizontal brick lies near the top ofIhe wall. 10 cater fo r any additional horizontal thrust from the ancho rage
detail. For high levels of prestress a conerete spreader beam, or pad. should be used. and the bu rsting stress . Fh,,, should be
checked in accordance with the relevant co des fo r prestressed COllerete.
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EXAMPLE 2

FIN WALL RESISTING LATERAL WIND LOAD
The 265mm thick external cavity brick wall of a library building is required to support vertical full
height glazing panels, 1m wide at 3.0m centres (see Figure 4.5) . The planning authority have placed
a restriction on the size of any protrusion extending externally , and the client desires that there be no
protrusion inside the building.

The clay bricks to be used for both external and internal leaves are facing bricks, with a minimum
crushing strength of 30 N/mm2

, and having water absorption of 8% set in a mortar designation (ii).
Partial safety factor for materials is assumed as 2.5. The characteristic wind pressure applicable in
this location , and for the height and size of the building, will be assumed to be 0.6 kN/m 2•

The roof is of lightweight construction, and will be assumed capable of providing an adequate prop
to the head of the wall. There is no uplift resulting during maximum wind pressure , the load of the
roof and the wind uplift force being equal and opposite.
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Figure -1.5

Basic steps involved in calculation
(I) Choose a trial section and calculate the section properties of the wall.
(2) Determine the characteristic loads.
(3) Calculate design loads.
(4) Calculate maximum bending moments due to app lied loading. For fin walls or other asymmetric
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walls, check for both wind pressure and suction and compute the most onerous case.
(5) Estimate deflection of wall.

(6) Check slende rness ratio and determine capacity reducti on factors.
(7) Ca lculate design strengths of brickwork.

(8) Calculate maximum tensile stress due to the worst case of loading.
(9) Calculate design post-tensioning stress required .
(10) Conside r combined compressive stresses - local stability of the flange and fin.

(II) Check design stress in wall, both after and before losses.
(12) Design of post-tensionin g rods.
(13) Design of anchorages and spreader plate .

(I ) CALC ULATE THE SECTION PROPERTIES OF THE WALL
The internal leaf of the externa l wall is ignored for the purpose of this design, except for
consideration of its stiffening effect when assessing slende rness ratios and effective flange width.

1346
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Figure 4.6

For the section shown in Figure 4.6, the effective flange to the two protrusions must be checked, to
ensure that the section may be considered as acting as one . The maximum effective flange which can
be considered to act with the protrusions, in accordance with BS 5628: Part 1:c1.36.4.3(b), is 6 x tef
(where tcr is the effective thickn ess of the flange wall).

6 2 204 816 h' h d distance between fins
= x :3 x = mm , w IC excee s 2

Therefore , section is considered as one .
Area = (2000 x 102) + (327 x 225 x 2)

= 0.351 X 106 mm~.
To find N.A. take moment of area above A-A.

( 2 (327 x 327) x 3;7) + ( 102 x 1346 x 1 ~2) = 351150 x y.
Therefore,
y = 119.5 mm.

Ina = [ 327 x 327 x (3;7 - 119.5 ) 2 + 327 ~/273 ] x 2 +

[ 1346 x 102 x C~ + 17.5) 2 + 1346 1~ 102
3

]

= [(0.207 + 0.953) 2 + 0.644 + 0.119] x 109

= 3.083 X 109 rnm"
Hence ,

3.083 X 109

=
207.5

= 0.0149 x 109 mrrr' ,
3.083 X 109

=
119.5

= 0.0258 x 109 mnr' ,

For design purposes wall section is assumed to have section properties:
Area = 0.351 X 106 mm!
Ina = 3.083 X 109 rnm"
Zl = 0.0149 X 109 mrrr'
~ = 0.0258 X 109 mrrr'

(2) CHARACTERISTIC LOADINGS
Wind
Suction on leeward face, Wkl
Pressure on windward face , Wk2
Design ofpost-tensioned brick work

= 0.45 kN/m2
•

= 0.72 kN/m2
•
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Up-lift du e to wind + own
weight of roof

Dead load
Roof load , assuming 0.5 kN/m2

Assuming density of 19 kN/m3

= O.(X)

= 2.5 kN/m run of wa ll.
= 0.35 1 x 19
= 6.67 kN/m height of sectio n.

= 1.89 kN/m height of section.
= 3.02 kN/m height of sec tion .

= 10.6 kN.m .

= 6.64 kN .m .

(3) CALCULATE DESIGN LOADS
For the loading co mbination dead + wind , the part ial safety factors for loads may be tak en for
dead and wind respective ly as 0 .9 o r 1.4 and 1.4 using the most severe co nditions.

Characteristic superimpose d load , O, = 0.75 kN/m2
•

Design wind loads
Suction = 3.00 x 0.45 x 1.4
Pressure = 3.00 x 0.72 x 1.4

(4) CALCULATE BENDING MOMENTS DUE TO APPLIED LOADING
The roof is assumed to act as a plate providing a prop to the head of the wa ll section. It is also
assumed, at this stage, tha t the wall sectio n and roo f beam support will be det ailed to suit. Hence,
the wall is designed as a prop ped cantileve r (see Figure 4.7) .
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Figure 4.7

Design bending moments are therefore :
Case (a) suction

(i) at ~ h level ,

M
= 9 x 1.89 X 5.32

w 128 3.73 kN .m .

(ii) at base level ,

M _ 1.89 X 5.32

b - 8

Case (b) pressure

(i) at ~ h level ,

M
= 9 x 3.02 X 5.32

w 128 5.96 kN .m .

(ii) at base level ,
M _ 3.02 X 5.32

b - 8

(5) ESTIMATE DEFLECTION OF WALL
Conditions of structure and applied loading assumed are 'propped cantileve r with a uniformly
distributed appli ed loading'.

fj, _ W L3 where Em will be taken as the short term, Em = 0.9fk kN/mm2
, due to the short

max - 185 EmI term nature of the applied wind load ing.

3.02 x (5.3)4 x 1012

fj, max = 12
185 x 8.4 x 0.9 x 3.083:x 10 L

= 0.55 mm , this is acceptable since < 250 ie, 21 mm .
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This > ¥3(102.5 + 102.5) tef> based on K factor taken .

Effective height taken as 0.85 I, due to full restraint at base ,
partial restraint at roof and restraint of fins.

= 8.4 N/mm2

= 0.4 N/mm 2

= 1.1 N/mm 2

= 10.1 N/mm 2

(6) CALCULATION OF SLENDERNESS RATIOS AND CAPACITY REDUCTION FACTORS
FOR LOCAL AND OVERALL STABILITY CHECKS
Local stability of fin wall (see ref 5 for more detailed explanation of stability checks in plain fin
walls).

Capacity reduction factors
(a) Suction

SI
d . 0.75 I where I > is the distance betwee n the centres of the projecting fins,

en emess rano = - t- d hI > 2 x t
ef an were c f

0.75 x 1673
=

~ (102 + 102)

=9
Eccentricity of compressive stress in the flange of the fin wall may be taken to be (0 - 0.05t) ,
hence Il = 0.98.

(b) Pressure (maximum combined compressive stress at end of fin.)

SI d
. distance betwee n points of contraflexure

en emess rano = .,.-
actual thickness of fin

3.975 x lIP
=

327
= 12

Again, eccentricity of compressive stress (0 - 0.05t) , Il = 0.93. Overall stabil ity unde r dead load +
superimposed + post-tensioning force . For the section in th is example the slende rness ratio will be
calculated as for a wall stiffened by piers , i.e . effective thickness, tcf = t X K , where t = thickness
of wall, and K (from Table 5, BS 5628 Part I) is a stiffness coefficient dependent on the ratios of

pier spacing and pier thickness For this example , K = 2.0 .
pier width wall thickness

tel = 102 x 2.0
= 204 mm.

S.R. = 0.85 x;0; x 10
3

= 22.1

As e = (0 - 0.05t) ,
therefore Il = 0.62

(7) CALCULATE DESIGN STRENGTHS OF BRICKWORK
Characteristic strengths for materials in this example may be obtained from BS 5628: Part I as
follows:

Brickwork:
Characteristic compressive strength, f.
Characteristic flexural tensile stre ngth
(failure plane parallel to bed join ts)
Characteristic flexural tensile strength
(failure plane perpe ndicular to bed joints)
Cha racteristic flexural compressive strength, 1.2 f.

Steel:
Tensile strength, fy = 460 N/mm 2

•

Local stability of flange and fin wall
Design flexural compressive strength - after losses. At base level , where by inspection Il = 1.0,
design flexural compressive strength

_ 1.2 x f. 1.2 x 8.4
- Ymm 2.5
= 4.03 N/mm2

. At ~ h level, where Il = 0.98, by calculation, design flexural compressive strength

1.2 x yr. 1.2 x 0.98 x 8.4
= Ymm = 2.5
= 3.95 N/mm 2•
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Ymm
= 2.6lJ.t N/mm2. where f. ; = f. for this example .

Overall sta bility
Buckling of sect ion as a who le und er dead load + supe rimposed + post-tensioning force
afte r losses.

Design strength of wall
Bf. 0 .62 x 8.4

= Ymm= 2.5
= 2.083 N/mm2

Design strength of wall - before losses

= _1.-:c25-,-B_f",' i

(8) T HEO RETICAL FLEXURAL TENSILE !>'TRF.s5
Case (a) suct ion

(i) At ~ h level.
. d If ' h 0.9 x 19 x 1.988co mpressive stress ue to se -werg t = IOtXJ

h . ' 1flexural + Mw _ 3.73 x 10"t eoretica exura stresses - Z I - ll.0I49 x 10"

Theoretical flexural te nsile stress. f' l

(ii) At base level . axia l compress ive stress

d If
' h ll.9 x 19 x 5.3

ue to se -wc ig t = 1(XXl

. . . . + M" _ 6.64 x 10"
theoret ical flexura l stresses - Z2 - 0.0258 X Ill"

Th eoretica l flexural tensi le stress. f'2

Case (b) pressure

(i) At ~ h level .

axial co mpressive stress du e to se lf-weight. as case (a)

h . ' I flexural + M w _ 5.96 x Ill"t eoreuca exura stresses - Z, - 0.0258 X 10"
Theoretical flexural tensile st ress'. f'2

= + 0.034 N/mm2

= ± 0.250 N/mm2

= - 0.2 16 N/mm2

= + ll.tl91 N/mm2

= ± 0.257 N/mm2

= - 0 . 166 N/mm2

= + tUl34 N/mm2

= ± ll.231 N/mm2

= - ll.197 N/mm2

(ii) At base level .
axia l comp ressive stress due to se lf-weight. as case (a) = + ll.lJ91 N/mm2

. , . + M" _ 10.6 x 10" /mrn!
theoret ical flexural stresses - 'Z;' - 0.0149 X 10" = _±_t_l._7_1_1 _ _ -;:

Theoretical flexura l tensile stress. f'l = - ll.620 N/mm2

From the above calculations the most o nerous valu es (la rges t) of f" and f'2 are given by Case (b) (ii)
and (i).
f" = - 0.620 N/mm2 and
ft2 = - 0. 197 N/mm2

These values will be used to calculate the post-tensioning force required and its eccentricity .

(9) CALCULATE THE POST-TENSIONING FO RCE AND ECCENTRIC ITY
The post-ten sioning force will be positioned ecce ntrically within the wall section. in o rde r to balan ce
the different flexural ten sile stresses induced in the asymme tric section shape by late ral wind
pressure and suction. The basie theory of this process is indicat ed in A ppendix C.
From Append ix C. ealculation o f P and e:

p = (f" Z .) + ( f'2~) A
Z I + ~

e = (1- f~) z,
Substituting the values appertai ning to this example in the above eq ua tion:
P _ (0.620 x 0.0149 + 0.197 x 0.0258) x 0.351 x 10"

- (0.0149 + 0.0258) x 10'
= 123.5 kN .
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Therefore

(
1 0.197 ) x 0.(J258 X 10')e = 0.35 1 x WI. - 123.5 X 103

= 32 mm.
Characteristic post-tensioning force, Pk

P 123.5
= Y;- = 0:9
= 137.2 kN.

This force will be used later, in the check on compressive stresses in the wall and to establish the size
of the post-tensioning rods . The post-tensioning force will be shared equally betwee n 2 No . rods,
one in each fin of the cross-sec tion, as shown in Figure 4.9. Losses will be taken into acco unt at the
appropriate checks and design stages .

= 35.35 kN

= 13.26 kN

= 3.75 kN/m run .

= 11.25 kN

= 1.35 kN/m
= 2. 16 kN/m

= as case (i)

= 0.45 x 3
= 0.72 x 3

= as case (i)

(10) CHECK COMBINED COMPRESSIVE STRESSES - A\<TER LOSSES
Check local stab ility of fi n and flange in the design of flexura l comp ressive stresses .

Th e critical loading conditions are :
(i) dead + wind (partial safety factors for loads arc 1.4G k and 1.4Wc). (ii) dead + supe rimposed +
wind (pa rtial safe ty factors for loads arc 1.2G b 1.20k and 1.2W k ) .

Case (i) dead + wind
As sta ted prev iously, wind uplift cancels roof dead load .
Therefore, dead load = weight of brickwork only.

3
G k at sh level = 1.988 x 6.67 = 13.26 kN

G k at base level = 5.3 x 6.67 = 35.35 kN .

Case (ii) dead + superimposed + wind
10

Ok per m (for roof span of 10m) = 0.75 x "2
Th erefore , Ok on wall sect ion = 3.75 x 3

3
G, at Sh level

G, at base level
Characteristic wind loads pe r
double fin section:
Case (a) suction
Case (a) pressure

= 3.20 kN.m

= 5.69 kN.m

1.2 x 3.73
=

1.4

1.2 x 6.64
=

1.4

= 3.73 kN .m

= 6.64 kN .m

at base level , M,

DESIGN BENf)/NG MOMENTS
Case (i) dead + wind

Case (a) suction
3

at Sh level, Mw

at base level, M,

Case (b) pressure
3

at Sh level , M; = 5.96 kN .m

at base level , M, = 10.6 kN .m

Case (ii) dead + superimposed + wind
Case (a) suction

3
at sh level , Mw

Case (b) pressure
3

at 8h level , Mw

at base level, M,

= 1.2 x 5.96 = 5.11 kN.m
1.4

= 1.2 x 10.6 = 9.09 kN .m
1.4
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6.64 X 106

0.0258 X 109

COMBINED COMPRESSIVE STRESSES FOR CASE (A) SUCTION .
Case (i) dead + wind - at base level

Design axial stress due to self-we ight . G,
_ + y,Gk _ 1.4 x 35.35 x 10:'
- A - 0.351 x lQ6
Design axia l stress due to post -te nsioning force, Pk

y,Pk 1.4 x 137.2 x 10:'
= + A = 0.351 x lQ6
Design flexural stress due to post-tensioning force , Pk
_ y,Pke _ 1.4 x 137.2 x 32 x 10:'
- + z.- - 0.0149 X 109

or,
y,Pke 1.4 x 137.2 x 32 x 103

= - ~ = - 0.0258 X 109

Design flexural stress due to base wind moment .
M, 6.64 x 10"

= + Z";" = 0.0149 X 109

o r,
Mb=-Z:! =

Hence ,
maximum combined co mpressive stress , 0 .141 + 0.547 + 0.413 + 0.446
minimum combined compressive stress, 0 .141 + 0.547 - 0.238 - 0 .257

Case (li) dead + superimposed + wind - at base level

Design axial stress du e to G, + O k
_ + y,Gk + y.ok _ (1.2 x 35.35) + (1.2 x 11.25)
- A - 0.351 X 10.1

Design axial stress du e to post-tension ing force , Pk

_ y,Pk _ 1.2 x 137.2 x 103

- + A - 0.351 X 106

Design flexural stress due to post-tensioning force, Pk

y,Pke 1.2 x 137.2 x 32 x IOJ

= + z.- = 0.0149 X 109

or,
_ y,Pke 1.2 x 137.2 x 32 x 103

- - ~ = - 0.0258 X 109

Design flexural stress due to base wind moment, M;
M b 5.69 x 10"

= + Z";" = 0.0149 X 109

or,
Mh 5.69 x 10"

= - Z;, = - 0.0258 X 109

Hence ,
maximum combined com pressive stress , 0.159 + 0.469 + 0.354 + 0.382
minimum combined comp ressive stress , 0 .159 + 0.469 - 0.204 - 0.221

Case (i) dead + wind - at ~ h level

Design axial stress due to G,
y,Gk 1.4 x 6.67 x 1.988 x 103

= + A = 0.351 X 106

Design axial stress du e to Pk
y,Pk 1.4 x 137.2 x 10:'

= + A = 0.351 x lQ6

Design flexural stress du e to Pk

_ + y,Pke _ 1.4 x 137.2 x 32 x 10:'- z.- - 0.0149 X 109

or,
_ y,Pke 1.4 x 137.2 x 32 x IOJ

- - ~ = - 0.0258 X 109

52

= + 0.141 N/mm 2

= + 0.547 N/mm2

= + 0.413 N/mm2

= - 0.238 N/mm2

= + 0.446 N/mm2

= - 0.257 N/mm2

= + 1.547 N/mm 2

= + 0.193 N/mm 2

= + 0.159 N/mm 2

= + 0.469 N/mm 2

= + 0.354 N/mm 2

= - 0.204 N/mm 2

= + 0.382 N/mm2

= - 0.221 N/mm2

= + 1.364 N/mm 2

= + 0.203 N/mm2

= + 0.053 N/mm 2

= + 0.547 N/mm 2

= + 0.413 N/mm 2

= - 0.238 N/mm 2
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= - 0.711 N/mm 2

= + 0.141 N/mm2

= + 0.547 N/mm 2

= + 0.413 N/mm 2

or = - 0.238 N/mm 2

Design flexural stress due to wall wind moment ,
Mw 3.73 X 106

= - Z, = - 0.0149 X 109

or,

= + M w = 3.73 X 10
6

z, 0.0258 X 109

Hence ,
maximum co mbined compressive stress, 0.053 + 0.547 + 0.413 - 0.250
minimum combined compressive stress, 0.053 + 0.547 - 0.238 + 0.145

Case (il) dead + superimposed + wind - at ~ h level

Design axial stress due to G. and 0 .
_ + y,G. + yrO. _ (1.2 x 13.26) + (1.2 x 11.25) x 10-'
- A - 0.351 x 10"
Design axial stress d ue to p.
_ + YIP. _ 1.2 x 137.2 x 10-'
- If: - 0.351 x 10"
Design flexural st ress due to p.

y,P.e 1.2 x 137.2 x 32 x 10-'
= + z;- = 0.0149 X 109

or,
= _ y,P.e = 1.2 x 137.2 x 32 x 10'

z, 0.0258 X 109

Design flexu ral stress d ue to wall wind moment , M w

Mw 3.20 X 106

= - Z, = 0.0 149 X 109

or,
= + M w 3.20 X 10

6

z, = 0.0258 X 109

Hence ,
maximum co mbined compressive stress
minimum co mbined co mpressive stress

COMBINED COMPRESSIVE STRESS FOR CASE (B) PRESSURE
Case (i) dead + wind - at base level

Design axia l stress due to G. = as Case (a)
Design axia l stress to p. = as Case (a)
Design flexural stress due to p. = as Case (a)

Design flexural stresses d ue to base wind mom en t, M,
M b 10.6 x 10"

= - ~ = 0.0149 X 109

= - 0.250 N/mm 2

= + 0.145 N/mm 2

= + 0.763 N/mm2

= + 0.507 N/mm2

= + 0.084 N/mm2

= + 0.469 N/mm2

= + 0.354 N/mm2

= - 0.204 N/mm2

= - 0.215 N/mm 2

= + 0.124 N/mm 2

= + 0.692 N/mm 2

= + 0.473 N/mm 2

10.6 x 10"
0.0258 x 109

9.09 X 106

0.0258 X 109

or,

= + M b =z,
Hence ,
maximum com bined co mpressive stress
minimum combined co mpressive stress

Case (il) dead + superimposed + wind at base level

De sign axial stress due to G. and 0 . = as Case (a)
De sign axial stress to p. = as Case (a)
Design flexural stresses due to p. = as Case (a)

De sign flexural stresses due to base wind moment , M,
M b 9.09 x 10"

= - ~ = 0.0149 X 109

o r,
M

= +-2 =z;
Hence ,
maximum combined compressive stress
minimum combined compressive stress

Design ofpost-tensioned brickwork

= + 0.411 N/mm2

= + 0.861 N/mm 2

= + 0.390 N/mm 2

= + 0.159 N/mm 2

= + 0.469 N/mm 2

= + 0.354 N/mm 2

or = - 0.204 N/mm 2

= - 0.610 N/mm 2

= + 0.352 N/mm 2

= + 0.776 N/mm 2

= + 0.372 N/mm 2
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Case (i) dead + wind at ~ h level

Design axial stress due to G, = as Case (a)
Design axial stress to Pk = as Case (a)
Design flexural stresses due to Pk = as Case (a)

= + 0.053 N /mm2

= + 0.547 N /mm2

= + 0.413 N /mm 2

or = - 0.238 N /mm 2

Design flexural stresses due to wall wind moment, M;
Mw 5.96 X 106

= + Z, = + 0.0 149 X 10"
or,

= + 0.400 N/mm 2

5.96 x 10"
= - 0.0258 X 10"

= _ M w

z;
Hence,
maximum COmbined compressive stress
minimum combined compressive stress

Case (ii) dead + superimposed + wind at ~ h level

Design axial stress due to G, = as Case (a)
Design axial stress to Pk = as Case (a)
Design flexural stresses due to P, = as Case (a)

= - 0.23 1 N /mm 2

= + 1.413 N /mm 2

= + 0.131 N /mm2

= + 0.084 N /mm2

= + 0.469 N /mm2

= + 0.354 N /mm 2

or = - 0.204 N /mm 2

Design flexural stresses due to wall wind moment , M;
Mw 5.11 x 10"

= + Z , = 0.0149 X 10" = + 0.343 N/mll1 2

or,

= - 0. 198 Nrrnm?

= + 1.250 N /mll12

= + 0.151 N /mm2

5.11 x 10"
0.0258 X 10"

= _ M w =
z,

Hence,
maximum combined compressive stress
minimum combined compressive stress

The two most critical cases for design, for wind suction and for wind pressure , are shown below.

wind suction (at base level)

I"~
I ~
i f\.

wind pressure (at 3hJoh level)

I" i\
I f\.
I r'--
ia

+0.141! ---l +0.053[1 ===:::::::J
+ +

~+ 0'309+0.960 ~+ 0'309+0.960

+ +

,,<1-0.257

+ 0'446c;::;:""

<"""1- 0.231

+ 0.400 C:;::::=-=-

~+ 0'193 ~+0' 1 3 1
+ 1·547~ +1-41 3~

(all stress values are in N/mm2)

Figure 4.8

Comparison of the design flexural compressive strengt hs of the wall, based on local stability of fin
and flange with the previously calculated combined compressive stresses, shows that the wall is
acceptable for all loading cases thus far. The overall stab ility of the wall will be checked, both
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Pk is increased by 25% in anticipation of losses. G. is the sum
of the dead loads, roof dead load taken as 0.5 kN/m 2 in this exa mple.

= 171.5 kN.

before and afte r losses in the post-tensioning force , for the load ing conditio n of dead +
superimposed + post-tensioning force .

The capacity reduction factor applicable in this case will be as calcul ated in (5) , ie, ~ = 0.62.
Design stre ngth of wall, after losses = 2.083 N/mm2

Design stre ngth of wall, before losses = 2.604 N/mm2

(11) CHECK DESIGN STRESS IN WALL - BEFORE AND AFTER LOSS ES
Design stress in wall , before losses

1.4Pk= 1.4G k + 1.60k + 0:8
A

_ 1.4 [(35.35) + (0 .5 x 3 x 5») + (1.6 x 11.25) + (1.4 x 171.5) 103

- 0.351 X 106

= + 0.906 Nzmrrr' , compared to desig n strength = 2.604 N/mm2

Design stress in wall afte r losses
_ 1.4G k + 1.60k + I .4P .
- A

= [(1.4 x 42.85) + (1.6 x 11.25) + (1.4 x 137.2) ] 103

0.351 x 106

= + 0.769 N/m m2
, compared to design strength = + 2.083 N/mm2

(12) DESIGN OF POST-TENSIO NING RODS
The des ign stress in the high yield steel rods will be limited to :
0.7fy = 0.7fy x 460 = 2S() NI 2
oms 1.15 mm.

The post -tensioning force req uired before losses
137.2

= 0:8
Stee l area re~ired

171.5 x 10'
=

280
= 613 mrrr '

This will be provided by 2 No . 25 dia. rods, see figure 4.9.

327 1346 327

~~~§ § ~2§§ §.~~
327 \.- J t19·5

plan section p.t.rod located in void

Figure 4.9

T
. d bolt te nsion x bolt diameter

orque require = 5

= 171.5 x 25 = 44 k flm
2 x 5 x 9.81 g

(13) DESIGN OF ANCHORAGE AND SPREADER PLATE
A rea of spreader plate (rods will be tak en up through precast concre te capping beam,
required which forms both the sea ting for the roof beams and the post-
= 171.5 x IlY tensioning spreader plates.

2 x 7.6 Allowab le dire ct compressi ve stress = 7.6 N'rnrrr')
= 11283 mm"

Th erefore use , say , 150 x ISOminimum plate size, by IOmm thick .

Depth of the precast concrete capping beam will be gove rne d by anchor bolt lengths of the roof
beams bearing onto it. The lower anchorage could be formed using a similar size spreade r plate cast
into the concrete foo ting.
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EXAMPLE 3

EARTH RETAINING DIAPHRAGM WALL
The exte rnal works surrounding a new off ice development include a split-level ca r parking area ,
and the landscape architect wishes to separate these areas by means of planting boxes. It is
proposed to use post-tension ed diaphragm walls to form the re tainin g wall between the two
levels, and at the same time prov ide the facility of brick planting boxes for the landscaping. The
maximum difference in car par k levels is 104m, the retained ea rth height be ing 1.7m (see Figure
4.10).

so il level----- _

crossrib to
finish2 courses
below soillevel -7"""''''''+O,.p'<;l~'<''

o
1i'o...1"""-l.....' ~t'Il"'-.L..., 0 v

1l4'1r-.W'1. ' •

1400

drainage pipe

g.1.

1700

300 stone drainage
layer to rear of wall

Figure 4./0

The wall is to be constructed with engineering facings Class A , with a crushing strength of
50 N/mm 2, and a water absorption of less than 7% set in a desig nation (i) mortar. A density of
19 kN/m3 will be assumed. The surcharge from the cars at highe r level will be tak en as 10 kN/m2 .

Density of gra nular backfill is assumed as 18 kN/m3
, the angle of intern al friction, <I> = 30°, The

ret ained fill material will be adequately drained , and no build up of water pressure is expected.

As the applied moment from the retained ea rth occurs in one direction only, the post-tension ing
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force will be positioned eccentrically to counte r it , and hence produce the most eco no mic design .

Basic steps involved in calculation
(1) Determine cha racteristic applied load ings.
(2) Calculate design loads.
(3) Choose tria l dia phragm wall section and calculate properties.
(4) Estimate of deflection.
(5) Calculate theoretical flexura l tensile stresses.
(6) Determine the post- te nsioning force and the ecce ntricity required.
(7) Determ ine capaci ty reduction factors .
(8) Deter mine design stre ngths of wall.
(9) Check combined compressive stresses.
(10) Check shea r betwee n cross -rib and ab utting brickwork leaf (flange).
(11) Check principa l tensile stress .
(12) Design of post-tension ing rods.
(13) Anchorage and sprea der plate design .

where K,

(I) DETERMINE CHARACTERISTIC APPLIED LOADIN G
Earth pressure , using Ran kine 's formula, ea rth pressure at any level= K, x density x height

= 1 - sin 0

1 + sin 0

o = 30" in th is example.
= 0.333, refer to Figure 4.11.Therefore K1

Maximum earth pressure at base of wall
= 0.333 x 18 x 1.7 = 10.19 kN /m2

•

Surcharge from vehicles = 10.00 kN /m2
•

Both of the above loadin gs will be classed as superimposed load ings, a load factor of 1.6 be ing
app lied .

=Self-weight of brickwork
19 x 1.7

Iif
= 0.0323 N/mm2

Tempo rary case, with no applied de ad load from soil in planter , will be considered .

Design ea rth pressure at base of wall = 1.6 x 10 .19
= 16.30 kN/m2

•

Surcharge = 1.6 x 10
= 16.0 kN/m2

•

Design dead load stress at base wall of = 0.9 x 0.0323
= 0.029 N/mm2

•

Design bending moment

= ( 16 x 1.7 x \27
) + ( 16.3 x l i

7 x 137) = 30.97 kN m.

where S pressure due

~ to su-and E = earth pressure

1700 ..L
(h)

I~JJ~h 2

3

16'3 kNfm2 1. .1. .L16'3 kNfm2

horizontal pressure diagram

Figure 4. /1

Design horizontal shear force at base , ( I 7)
surcharge + ea rth pressure = (16 x 1.7) + 16.3 x T
= 41.06 kN/m.
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(3) CHOOSE TRIAL DIAPHRAGM WALL SECTION AND CALC ULATE PROPERTIES
Three variables of dimensions require consideration in order to ar rive at a trial section for
further analysis:
(a) the ove ra ll depth of the wall, D;
(b) the thickness of the wall flanges, T ; an d the spacing of the cross -ribs , B, ;
(c) the thickness of the cross-ribs, t . ,

(a) Overall depth, D
There is not a simple rule-of-thumb method avai lable for reasonab le assessment of the overall
depth. The designer must ba lance the stabi lity benefits of a dee pe r wall section against the space
requirements, the quantity of walling materials. the effect on the size of the post-tensioning rods,
and the magnitud e of the post-tensioning force . As with many areas of des ign, expe rience in the
use of a design process will lead to reasonable assessment of the overa ll depth , D , for the trial
sect ion.

As an appropriate guide to a first estimate of suitab le overall depth , the section sizes obtained
from Figures 32 & 33 and Ta ble I (ref. 5) , as for a non-post-tensioned diaphragm wall, reduced
by appro ximate ly 25% (to the nearest brick dimension ) sho uld be reason able. For the example
under conside ration, we have chose n an ove rall depth of 665mm, which will allow sufficient
space between front and rea r walls to be utilised as a planting box , whilst producing an economic
struc ture .

(b) Flange thickness, T, and cross-ribs spacing, B,
Th e wall flange , on the earth face , is requ ired to spa n horizonta lly between cross-ribs, to
withstand ea rth pressures and transfer them to the cross-ribs. Due to the pressure distribution on
the ea rth face of the wall , and the tende ncy for the wall flange to act as a cantileve r for a cer tain
height , rather than spa n horizontally, we be lieve it unreason able to use the maximum pre ssure at
the base of the wall, when de ter mining the cross- rib centres and wall flange thickness.

In figure 4.12, the assumed basis for desig ning the thickness of the wall flange an d spacing of the
cross-ribs is shown.

i ii iii
Imin

III I I ----
I . I I I I 1m.
I II / " I i I strip
1.1/ Sr', ] ave. pressureI . I within 1m stripI I / - " B, B,

2 " at 500 + B,
45' 4 4

fmax
4

elevation section

Figure 4./2

For this example, assume minimum B, = 6lXJ mm. Therefore, height to the average pressure from
base of wall on 1m strip of the wall flange = 150 + 500 = 650mm.

For pressure distribution, that at 650mm above foundation , is:
16 + (16.3 x (1.7 - 0.65)]

1.70
= 26.07 kN/m2•

The design of the wall flange is shown below.

\ S ;t;S ;i~l:s ::t......S.......S-'"-m loading diagram W
I I I I

.-----4-,1. I I I
max
b.m. design

'-"''--rr!",<:;;:=/.,£-tt!~ b.m.

B,

bending moment diagram

Figure 4./3

Maximum B.M.
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Design MR

Therefore , B,

Design B.M.
(estimated)

_ YtOkB/ _ 26.06 x B/
- 15 - 15
= 1.74 B/.
= fkxZ = 2 x 1.0 X 0.1022

X llP
Ymm 2.5 X 6

= 1.39 kNm/m. .

= V1.39
1.74

= 894 mm, ie, maximum span of flange.

The nearest suitab le bond arrangement for this type of construction is 675mm. Depending on the
shear check for the cross-rib size and centres, 675mm rib spacing will be assumed.

(c) Cross-rib thickness, t,
The resistance to horizontal shear tends to be the governing factor for calculating the cross-rib
thickness.
Shear force per cross-rib,
V = 41.06 X 0.675 (calculated at base of wall)

= 27.72 kN.

The maximum horizontal shear stress occurs on the centroid of the overall section, and may be
derived from the formula:

__V,.:-A'-'.I...Yvh - --:
Ina t,

Where ,
Vh = horizontal shear stress
V = applied horizontal shear force
AI = half the cross-sectional area (shown hatched in Figure 4. 14)
Y = distance from N.A. to centroid of area AI (see Figure 4. 14)
Ina = second moment of area abo ut N.A.
t, = thickness of cross-ribs.

665

B, - 675-
I ' I 102 ·5

~ '~"" , :
1 ~

230
-~-_. .~

230

y= 212

~ 102 ·5

(~)

trial secnon dimensions

figure 4.14

For this example,
V = 27.72 kN per cross-rib
A I = 0.119 m2

= (0.1025 x 0.675 X 0.28125) + (0.215 x 0.230 x 0.115)
0.119

0.460 X (0.460)3
12

= 0.211 m
_ 0.675 x (O.66W

Ina - 12
= 12.8 x 10- 3 m".

t, = 0.215 m (assumed for trial purposes) .

Hence,
27.72 x 0.119 x 0.212

12.8 x 0.215
= 0.254 N/mm2

•

N.B. Alternative method as described in BS 5628: Part 2: cl.28.3:
V .

vh = b dc
where V is the shear force due to the design loads; b is the width of the section for rectangular
sections, or width of web, for T and I sections; de is the depth of masonry in compression.
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therefore, ~

Therefore,
27.72 x lIP

=
215 x 665

= 0.194 N/mm 2 (ie . some 25% lower than the authors' preferred method as above).

From BS 5628: Part I:c1.25 shear resistance = y
fv
mv

where f, = 0.35 + 0.6gA N/mm2 for walls built with mortar designations (i) and (ii) , and whe re gA is
the summation of the self-weight of brickwork plus imposed loads.

In this exa mple, the imposed load - the post -tensioning force - is not yet known. However , a
minimum post-tensioning force may be calculated, to provide the required horizontal shear
resistance , and late r checked against the minimum post-tensioning force required to eliminate the
flexural tensile stress due to be nding. The larger of the two forces sho uld be used in the design.

_ 0.35 0.6gA (max . permissible value = 1.75 N/mm2
)

vh - Ymv + Ymv (for class (i) & (ii) for Ymv = 2.5)

Th f 0 254 _ 0.35 0.6gA
ere ore , . - 2.5 +15

and hence , gA = 0.475 N/mm2
•

But gA = ~ + design post-tensioning stress,

0.9G. where G. = 2 x 0.119 x 1.7 x 19 = 7.69 kN/cell
= ----;;:- (weight of soil in plant box ignored) ie ,

G. /m = ~:~;5 = 11.39 kN /m

And A = 2 x O.llg = 0.238 m2 [for the trial section. ]
0.9 x 7.69 x lIP

=
0.238 x 106

= 0.029 N/mm 2
•

Hence , gA = 0.029 + design post -ten sioning stress.
Th erefore , design post-tensioning stress = 0.475 - 0.029 = 0.446 Nrmrrr ' ,
Whilst the design post-tensioning stress varies across the sect ion, depending on its eccentricity , it is
assumed at th is stage that the maximum value of the horizontal shear occurs where the design post
tensioning stress has its average value . (This can be checked later, when the post-tensioning force
and eccentricity are known. )
Hence,
design post-tensioning force = 0.446 x A

= 0.446 x 0.238 x lIP
= 106 kN per cross-rib
= 157 kN/m.

Th e trial section, as shown in figure 4.14 , will be ado pted 10 check brickwork stresses and to design
the post-tensioning rods .

460 x 46<P
12

675 X 6653

Where Z = 12
- -'-=----;;c=-o:-=--30.97 X 106

57.03 X 106
332.5

= 38.5 x l<J6mm3 (per cell)

For Zlme tre width ,
_ 1000 6

Z - 675 x 38.5 x 10
Therefore,
f

t
= - 0.514 N/mm 2 , and = 57.03 x 10

6mm3

fo = + 0.029 N/mm 2 due to swt only. Maximum compressive stress given by 0.9G. Mb

~ ----;;:- +z

(4) ESTIMATE OF DEFLECfION OF WALL SECflON ADOPTED
Conditions of structure and load ing assumed are a free cantilever with triangular distributed applied
loading.

W L3 where Em will be taken as the long term , Em = 0.45f. kN/mm 2
•

l'> max. = 15Eml due to the long term nature of the applied loading.

41.06 x 1.73 x 1012

l'> max. = 15 x 0.45 x 15 x 12.08 x wI2

= 0. 16 mm , this is acceptable because 1;' ie , 14 mm.

(5) CALCULATE THEORETICAL FLEX URAL TENSILE STRESSES
For one metre width :

0.9G. Mb
ft = ----;;:- - Z

0.9 x 11.39 x lIP
= ~0'""'.3=-=5-='3 ':":x-=I"""'()6r-::--

= 0.029 - 0.543.



= 2h = 2 x 1700 = 34000101 (free cantilever)
= actual thickness = 6650101 .

An eccentric post-tensioning force is therefore required to produce a maximum tensile
stress = fc

= 0·029 N/m 2

and a maximum compressive stress = - f, = fo .514 N/mm 2
•

(6) CALCULATION OF POST·TENSIONING FORCE AND ECCENTRICITY - AFrER LOSSES
Minimum required post-tensioning force based on be nding stress:

P = - (f, + fc) ~, (for derivation of formulae see Appendix B),

where f, = - 0.514 N/mm 2
,

r, = + 0.029 N/mm
2

, ( 1000 )
A = 0.353 X 106 01012 ie , 675 x 0.238 x 106 01012

.

Hence P = - (- 0.514 + 0.029) 0.~53 x 106 = 85.6 kN/m .

This force is less than that required to ensure adequate shear resistance (157 kN/m as calculated
previously.) Th e higher value is adopt ed for subsequent calculation s.

Determination of required ecce ntricity of applied pos t-tensioning force:

e = (-;' - i)z
. ( - (0 .514) I) 6

= 157 x IOJ - 0.353 X 106 x 57.03 x 10

=250101

Th is is well inside the maximum practical eccentricity of the trial section, ie. :

(665 - 2 x 102) rod diameter . . d
= 2 2 - minimum cover to pt ro

231 rod diameter 50= - - say
2

= 1690101

Characte ristic post-tensioning force , Pk ,

P, where Yr is the parti al safety factor for the applied load . In the abse nce of further
= Yi" researcn , we suggest that for post-ten sioning forces a similar value of Yr as for dead

load should be applicable, ie , Yr = 0.9.

157
Hence , Pk = 0.9
= 174 kN/m .

This force will now be used to check the design compressive stresses in the wall, and to establish the
size of the post-tensioning rods. (An increase of 25% will be applied to the post-tensioning force , Pk ,

when considerin g stresses, before losses in prestress have occurred.)

If calculation required an eccentricity> than that practical for the section, the post-tensioning force
must be increased so as to bring the eccentricity calculated withing practical limits . The new force
required ,

P = -f, where e is the maximum practical eccentricity of the section.
1 e- + -
A Z

(7) CAPACITY REDUCTION FACroRS
Th e overall stability of the wall section and the local stability of the flanges (leaves) will be checked
under combined axial and flexural loading.
(a) Overall sta bility
Effective height , he!
Effective thickness, te!

Slenderness ratio, S. R.

Effective eccentricity

3400
=665=5. 1

Pke= =--,-.,......,:,-,,-,-:----,-,,----;
Pk + design dead load

174 x 0.025
=

174 + 10.25
= 0.02401
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24
Effective ecce ntricity = 665

ie. < 0.05t.
Hence , for S.R. = 5.1, e ,;; 0.05t, fro m BS 5628: Part I, Table 7, ~ = 1.0.

(b) Local sta bility
The Ilange is rest rained against buckling by the cross-ribs , which may be taken to constit ute
enhanced resistance to lateral movement. Hence, slenderness ratio :

her 0.75 x 675
= Ie;" = 102

= 4.9

(where factor 1.2 is for flexural compressive strength, and 1.25 for 20%
increase , before loss, in prestress force)

Ymm

_ 1.2 (1.25 x 1.0 x 15)
- 2.5
= 9.0N/mm 2

It is assumed that combined axial and flexural stresses are ap plied to the flange with zero eccentricity
for the purposes of the calculation.
Hence , ~ = 1.0.

(8) DETERMINE DESIGN STRENGTH OF THE WALL
Unde r dead load + post-tensioning force , before losses.
Design strength before losses:

= 1.2 ( 1.25~f.i)

The wall is assumed to have achieved its full characteristic strength at the time of post-te nsioning, f.;
= f. (see Table 2, BS 5628; Part I) . (N.B. for this chec k, the value of ~ is th at of the flange - local
stability. )

Design strength afte r losses:

= Iy.2~f. (where factor 1.2 is for flexural comp ressive strength)
mm

1.2 x 1.0 x 15
=

2.5

= 7.2 N/mm 2
•

Alternatively, if eccentricity of prestress and dead load are catered for in selection of ~ facto r, an d
combined axial stress only is compa red to design strength :

~f. 1.0 x 15
rtz: 2.5
= 6.0 N/mm2•

The value of~, in this case and the one be low, is tha t for the whole wall, ie, overall stability.

Design strength of wall, after losses, under dead + superimposed + pos t-te nsioning force:

_ l.2~f. _ 1.2 x 1.0 x 15
- Ym m - 2.5
= 7.2 N/mm 2•

(9) CHECK COMBINED COMPRESSIVE STRESS
Co nsider the wall subject to dead loading + post -te nsioning force only, before losses. In anticipation
of 20% loss of post-tensioning force , the characteristic post-tensioning force, p. , should init ially be
increased by 25% .

Hence , 174
Post -tension ing before losses = 0 8
= 218 kN/m. .
Design post-te nsioning force before losses = 218 x Yr
= 305 kN/m (Yr = 1.4)
Maximum design dead load = G. = 1.4 (11.39 + 4.16)
= 21.77 kN /m (includes soil for planting box).
Dead load = (450 x 353 x 19) + (18 x O.3lXl x 0.460 x 0.460)
= 4.16 kN/m.

Maximum flexural compressive stress due to post-tensioning force, p. , before losses:

P Pe 305 x Hf 305 x 10-1 x 25
= A + Z = 0.353 x ill" + 57.03 x ill" 0.864 + 0.134
= 0.998 N'mrrr',
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stress diagrams for working condition
dead + super + post-tensiorunq

1\ 1\
1\ 1\
'\ 1\

+0.0621 I dead load

+

+ 0'5BB[ J +0"797 pcst-tenslonlnq

+
,c:j - O'543 bending stresses

due to ea rth
+ O.543V' pressure and

= surchargeV + 0'316 combined
+ 1'188 stresses

(n.b. all stress values in N/mm
2)

Minimum flexura l compressive stress due to post-tensioning force , Pk, before losses:

P Pe=-- -
A Z

= 0.730 Nrrnrrr', ,
Axi I d . d did 21.77 x 10'ia stress ue to maximum ea oa = 0 353 10"
= 0.062 N/mm 2 • x

Combined stresses due to G, and post-ten sion ing force, before losses.
Maximum combined stress = 0.062 + 0.998 = 1.060 N/mm2

,

minimum combined stress = 0.062 + 0.730 = 0.792 Nzrnrrr ',
compared to design strength of 9.0 N/mm2

•

Conside r stability of ove rall wall section unde r dead load + post-tensioning force , after losses.
Design axial load = (yrOk) + (y,P.) = (1.4 x 15.55) + ( 1.4 x 174)

= 21.77 + 243.6
= 265.4 kN/m ,

desi . I 265.4 X 10
3

esign axia stress = 0.353 X 106

= 0.752 N/mm 2,

compared to design stre ngth of 6.0 N/mm2
•

Th e design strength exceeds the design stress, and clear ly the wall is acceptable for this loading
condition.

Consider wall, subject to dead + supe rimposed loading + post-ten sioning force , after losses.

Axial stress due to G,
yrO, 1.4 x 15.55 x 103

= A = 0.353 X 106

= + 0.062 N/mm 2
•

Maximum flexural stress due to post- tensioning force , P"
= YIP, + y,P,e

A Z

1.4 x 174 x 10
3

1.4 x 174 x 25 x 103
= 06'V) 0107

= 0.353 x 106 + 57.03 x 10" . 7 ' + .
= 0.797 N/mm 2•

Minim um flexural stress due to post-tensioning force , P"

= y~' - Y'~ke = 0.69() - 0.107

= + 0.583 N/mm 2
•

Flexural stress due to applied momen t
_ + M b _ 30.97 x 10"
- - Z - 57.03 X 106

= ± 0.543 N/mm 2

He nce :
maximum combined compressive stress = + 1.188 N/mm 2

,

minimum combined compressive stress = + 0.316 N/mm2
,

compared to design strength of 7.2 N/mm 2
. See figure 4.15 for stress diagrams.

Check minimum comb ined stress in which y, for dea d and post-tensioning force, after losses = 0.9.

Axial stress due to o, = ~.: x 0.062
= + 0.040 N/mm 2• •

Maximum flexural stress due to post-tensioning force = ~.: x 0.797
= + 0.512 N/mm2• •

Minimum flexural stress due to post-tensioning force = ~.: x 0.583
= + 0.375 N/mm 2• •

Flexural stress due to ap plied momen t = ± ~b
= ± 0.543 N/mm 2.

Minim um combined compressive stress = + 0.009 N/mm 2•

ie. NO T ENSILE STRESS DEVELOPED
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(10) CHECK SHEAR BETWEEN LEAF AND CROSS-RIB
An other critica l section for chec king shear stresses co uld be in the vert ical plane at the junction of
the cross-ribs and leaves, for other than fully bonded walls, see Figure 4.16.

675

02 ·5

02 ·5

460

460

I

'" 1

~ ~
~ ~

1

215 I I 215

665

Figure 4./6

Area per cell = 0.238 m2

Area per m = 0.353 m2

V A, 
Shear stress , vh = I • Y

na t,

Hence , vh

where V
A2

= design shear force = 27.72 kN/per cross-rib,
= area of leaf = 102.5 x 675 = 0.069 x 10" rnrrr ' ,

= 230 + 102.5 = 281 rnrn,
2

= Mome nt of Inertia = 12.8 x 1O- 3m· ,
= thickness of cross-rib = 215 mm .

27.72 x 103 x 0.069 x 10" x 281
=

12.8 x lO" x 215
= 0.195 N/mm2

•

This stress, when multiplied by the stressed areas of brickwork between the chosen spacing of the
shear co nnectors. can be used to design the req uired co nnectors. It sho uld be noted that since
hori zontal and vert ical shear stresses are the same value at any point, and since the vertical shea r
resistance of bo nded mason ry with a crushing strength of > 7N/mm2 is greate r than its horizontal
resistance , for fully bo nded mason ry . only the ho rizontal shear stress need be checked.

(11) CHECK PRINCIPAL TENSILE STRESS
For max imum value of principal tensile stress in a diaphragm wa ll acting as a ret aining wall , as in this
example, the combined co mpressive stress under pe rma nent loading and the associated shea ring
stress, will be used to calculate the principal te nsile stress at the base of the wall.

Th f So ' - Ox V( OX)2 2ere ore, u nun - "2 - "2 + t xy

where Ox = 1.188 N/mm2 (from page 63)
and t xy = 0.254 N/mm2 (from page 59)

Therefore principal tensi le stress = 1.~88 -VC · ~88f+ 0.2542

= - 0.052 N/m m2
• this is less than ~,

therefo re is acceptable.

(12) DESIGN OF POST-TENSIONING RODS 157
Characteristic post-tensioning force req uired = 0.9 x 0.8

= 218 kN/m.
Characteristic post-tensioning force per ce ll = 218 x 0.675
= 147.15 kN .

In o rde r to limit relaxat ion of the steel and hence minimise losses.

h . h d i I' . d 0 .7fy,t e stress In t e ro IS mute to Ym<

where fy = 460 N/mm2
, G rade steel strength ,

Ym<= part ial safety factor for mate rials tak en as 1.15 (ultimate sta te) .

Therefore stress in rod is limited to 0.71~;W = 280 N/mm 2
•
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. 147.15 X 103
A rea of rod req uired per ce ll = 280 = 526 mrrr' .

Therefore , eit he r 2 No . 1'20 s, 628 mm2

or I No. TI2 s, 804 mm2

Try 1 No. TI2 dia meter high tensile rod per cell.
Torque required to provide rod te nsion :

bolt tension x bolt diameter,
=

5

bo l . (K f) - 147.15 X 10-' ( II!boI )t tension g - 9.81 per ce t ,

= 15000 Kgflrod

= 147.15 x Yr = 147.15 x 1.4
= 206 kN.
= 1.5 x 6.0
= 9.0 N/mm 2•

= 2069~ 10-' = 22889 mnr'

= 151 x 151 mm minimum required.

Design compressive strength of wall

torque required

A rea of spreade r plate required

= 15000 x 0.032
5

= 96 Kgflm.

(13) ANCHORAGFlSPREADER PLATE DESIGN
Spreader plat e design

Maximum design force per rod

Use , say, 200 x 200 mm plate .

N.B. Concrete capping beam should be designed to ensure that load is transferred to brickwork axially, and that no outward
thrust if exerted by excessive deflection of concrete beam .

21,22& 23. Bolton District General Hospital. The link corrido r war designed 10 have maximum natural lighting wilh full
height windows, and to be constructed in brickwork. to match the predominant claddinglstructural material throughout the
hospital. The brick piers between the windows of the link corridor were post-tensioned. in orde r to carry lire lateral
window-loading which is very prominent in this location. The post-tensioned piers act as free cantilevers, as the pitched tiled
roofstructure is not capable of transferring load to any suitable shear wallsor the like. Architect: Gi/ling Dodd Partnership.
Consulting engineer: Curtins
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5 APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: DESIGN DATA
Table 5.1 Design loads: Partial safety factors , Yr, (extract from BS 5628: Part I).

(a) Deadand imposed load

Designdead load = O.9 G k or lA G,
Design imposed load = 1.6 Q .

(b) Dead and wind load

Design dead load = 0.9 G tr. or 1.4 G..
Design wind load = 1.4 W.. or 0.015 O k. whichever is the larger .

N.B. For freestandin g walls or laterally loaded panels. whose remo val wo1l1d not affect the stability of the structure, y, applied
to wind load may betaken as J.2.

(c) Deed.jmposed and wind kmd

Design dead load "" 1.2 G k

Design imposed load - 1.2 Q.
Design wind load = 1.2 W ... or 0 .015 G t.. whichever is the larger .

Where.
G , is the characteristic dead load ,
0" is the characteristic imposed load ,
Wto: is the characteristic wind load .
and the numerical values a re the appropriate y, factor .

Table 5.2: Characteristic compressive strength of brickwork, f. , in N/mm2
•

Monar Compressive st.rength of' brick.s, N/mm1

desIonalion

7 10 15 20 27.5 35 50 70 100

(i) 3.4 4.4 6.0 7.4 9.2 11.4 15.0 19.2 24.0

(jj) 3.2 4.2 5.3 6.4 7.9 9.4 12.2 15.1 18.2

Table 5.3: Partial safety factors for materials, Ymm and Ym.

Brickwork strength:
special category manufacturing control. "(rnm

nonnaJ manufacturing co ntro l. Ymm
She ar strength o f brickwork . y_

Steel strength. y_

- 2.5 (2.0)

- 2.8 (2.3)
= 2.5 (2.0)

= 1.15

The more experienced engineer may choose to adopt
the lower figures (in brackets) in accordance with
BS 5628: Part 2

Table 5.4: Characteristic tensile strength of steel

Dosl,tnalion Charact l"l"btic
stf"Y1lJ:lh. '7N/m m

J

Hot rolled steel and stainless steel.
Grade 4W (BS 4449) 460

Co ld wor ked steel
Grade 460 (BS 4461) 4W

Should wire strand or macalloy ban; be adopted the designer
should consult the manufacturer for details of strandlbar
properties for varying diameters a nd types.

,
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Table 5.5: Capacity reduction factors, lJ
Capacity red ucnon factors, p for axtal joadlng,
teoe = 0 - 0.051

Slenderness ra tio~ t.., Capacity red act ion facto r

1I I.IKl
6 I.IKl
8 I.IKl
10 1I.'i7

12 1I.93

14 1I.m

16 1I.1\.1

18 U.77
20 11.711

22 0.62

24 1I.53

26 liA S

27 OAn

Maximum slenderness ratio 27

The abo ve tabl e only includes valu es of ~ for eccentricity of applied loading of e = 0 - (l.05t. If
the eccentricity is 0.05t . we would suggest checking the actual effect of thi s. by comparing the
maxi mum combined compressive flexural stress agai nst an allowable stre ngth of 1.2 fk • This
seems preferable to usin g an approximation of th e effect of the eccentricity. by adopting a lower
fact or from th e table in BS 5628: Part I . and chec king aga inst an allowa ble direct compress ive
strength of fk •

Should the reader choose to adopt the latter approach . th e va lues o f [1 fo r a range of
ecce ntrica lly appli ed load s are give n in BS 5628 : Part 1. T abl e 7.

APPENDIXB
Derivation of formulae used for determining post-tensioning force and eccentr icity in a diaphragm
wall
The design process is outlined in stress diagram form in Figure 5.1.

I I p

" f't\ M" ~ it ~

" I " ~ ~

" " ~ I ~i i
I .

wall iec tionwall sect ion

stress distribution due to applied loadi ng due to pcst -tensicninq
at base of wall

self weigh t I C I~ f, :[1 c I direct compressed
due to post tension ing

+ +

stress due .~C(t?"" .......::re l ~ p. [ lI:::::::.. flexural stresses
to bending Z <:::::~I] ~. due to pos t-tens ioning

~ ~

combined c;:::::"""" .....•..C::I f, -f,I=r=-.... required combined
theoretical

~J-I, stress distribution
resultant stress due to pos t-tensioning
diagram
(no pos t-tensioning)

Figure 5.1

The design equations for the required post-tensioning force and its eccentricity may then be
derived as follows:

P Pe
A+z;- = -f,

P _Pe = _f
A Z, c

but ZI = Z, for a diaphragm wall
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Rearranging P

= -(f, + fe) Z
A= -(f, + fe) "2

•••

and

Add ing

PZi\+ Pe = - f,Z

PZ
- - Pe = - feZ
A

2PZ
A

This is the minimum value of P necessary to produ ce the required post-tensioning stress . The
corresponding value of its eccentricity, e, may now be calculated by substituting P into one of the
original equations, thus:

P Pe
A + Z- = - f,

Pe
Z

e

e

P
= - f -, A

= ( _ f _~) Z, A P

= ( -/' - 1)Z

- --- - (2)

This equation provides the eccentricity corresponding to the minimum value of P already calculated.
Such eccentricity may be found to be larger than can be accommodated with in the trial section
selected. In such a case , the maximum value of e which can be accommod ated sho uld be insert ed
into the latter equation , and a revised value of P obtained . Thi s revised value of P will be larger than
that originally calculated .

APPENDIXC
Derivat ion of forumuIae used for determining post-tensioning force and eccentricity in a lin wall

In Figure 5.2:
P = design post-tensioning force,
A = area of effective fin section,
e = eccentricity of P about neutral axis,
Z , = minimum section modul us.
Z:z = maximum section modulus.

I"p .

~ ~
ji"
"

wall section

Figure 5.2

The stresses at each of the extreme edges of the section may be expressed as:

P Pe
fIt = A +~ - - - - - (1)

P Pe
f'2=A-Z:z
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A pair of simultaneous equations may be written fro m equa tions ( I) and (2) to solve for P and e .
Multiply ( I) by Z, and (2) by z, giving:

PZ ,
fllZ , = A + Pe ----- (3)

P~
fI2~= A- Pe -- --- (4)

Adding (3) and (4):
P

(fl,Z,) + (fI2~) = A (Z , + ~)

thu s:

P = [(fllZ ,) + (fI2~)lA (5)
Z , « z,

The value of P, calculated in equa tion (5) , can now be substituted into equa tion (2) to find the value
of e . Equation (2) transposed gives:

e = (~ - ~2 )~ ----- (6)

APPENDIXD
Z r

Importance or A and A

Comparison of sections of same area

= 1533.33

6 X 2W = 23000
12

aectlon2

30

12

5

5

20

= BO -bdA

Figure 5.4

= (12 X 30) - (6 X 20) = 240

I xx 23000
= 0 /

2
= ---ys

B0 3 bd3 12 X )oJ
Ixx = 12 - 12 = 12

section 1

20

Figure5.3

A = b X d = 12 X 20 = 240

z.x = b X d
2

= 12 X 2Q2 = 800
6 6

= b X d
3

= 20 X 12
3

= 8000
I.. 12 12

I = d X b
3

= 12 X 20
3

= 2880
YY 12 12

ryy =Vi =V~ = 3.464

~ 3.464
= 0.014

A = 240

z; 800
= 3.33=-

A 240

20 X 63

12 = 3960

= 4.06

~
A

4.06
=

240
= 0.017

z., 1533.33
=

A 240
= 6.39

D~ign 0/ post-tensioned brickwork:
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12

I' y ' I
2

32 X

section 3

Figure 5.5

A = BO - bd = (12 X 36) - (6 X 32) = 240

In
B03 bd3 12 X 363 6 X 323

= 30272= --- =
12 12 12 12

Iyy
OB 3 db3 36 X 123 32 X 63

= 4608= --- =
12 12 12 12

f yy =Ii =Y~ = 4.382

Zn In 30272
= 1681.78= =0 /2 18

~ 4.38
= 0.018

A = 240

z'x 1681.78
= 7.01=

A 240

12 Figure 5.6

A = BO - bd = (12 X 52) - (8 X 48) = 240

In
B03 bd3 12 X 523 8 X 483

= 66880=--- =
12 12 12 12

Iyy
OB3 db3 52 X 123 48 X 83

=5440=- -- =
12 12 12 12

f yy =Ii = y 5: = 4.76

z'x In 66880
= 2572.31=- =--

0 /2 26

~ 4.76
= 0.02= -

A 240

z'x 2572.31
= 10.72=

A 240

section 4

52

y
, •I

I
I
I
I

X e- r X

I
I
I

2"-
I
y

2

48
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Table 5.6: Summary of comparison

Sectio n
Z 'Y '" 'YA A

1 3.33 1.0 0.014 1.00

2 6.39 1.92 0 .017 1.21

3 7.01 2. 11 O.DIS 1.29

4 10.72 3.22 0.020 1.43

Notes

A My ~ section 4 fo r the same area has three times the m oment of resistance of I ,

B Py A section 4 has 43% more compressive fo rce resistance than J [assuming lIA with f if a straight line graph) .

C Sections 2, 3 and 4 give scope for easy placing of rods . Section J requires special bonding, is difficult for grouting and
other practical considerations .

D Despite the seemingly obvious benefits of adopting geometric sections which maximise~lId A ratios, the present
codes have been compiled with little or no reference to them .

II is hop ed that the engineers concerned with producing efficient cost-effective and practical designs willheed the above
comments and use their common sense.

APPENDIXE

Principal stress
Some designers may need reminding of principal stress, and it is hoped that the following brief notes
will prove helpful.

Figure 5.7

Consider the plane elemen t subject to compressive stresses , fp , and shea r stresses, 5, shown in Figure
5.7. Across an inclined plane , equilibrium is maintained by a tensile stress, fp l ' Depending on the
angle <P , fp l will vary, and it can be shown to be maximum - known as 'pri ncipal tensile stress'
where:

fp l =; -Y52 + t
similarly, across another plane there will be a maximum principal compressive stress,

f '\ / f 2
fpc =; + V52 + ~

Mohr appreciated that the equations for principal stress were those of a circle, and many engineers
(being more visually and graphically orientated) prefer to use 'Mohr's Circle' in analysis, rather than
calculating equations.

The method is simple.
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s
s ·- - - - - - - - tc

I
I
I
I
I

I

,
s

Figure 5.8

(i) On a graph mark the values of s vertically. above and below the origin. and fp horizontally.
(ii) Project horizontally from positive S. and vertically from fp • and make intersection X.

/
/

I",

.- .--.....

'"\
s .-"--s

/ -,
I \

f", 0 I. f. fpe fp
2"

+.10 - V(~,. + S' +.10 + V(~)' + S'
2 2 S 2 2

S

Figurd .9 Figurd.1O

(iii) In Figure 5.9. from the intersection of line s to X with the horizontal axis. at point Y. strike an
arc of radius YX to intercept the horizont al axis on both positive and negative sides. The negative
intercept is fpt • and positive fpc.

~~ f
(a) The two triangles OYs and Yf.X, are identical. therefore the base, OY = Yfp = T'
Since the perpendicular is XCp = s, the hypotenuse

YX = VS2 + t
AND THIS IS THE RADI US OF THE A RC.

(b) - Ofpt + OY = VS2 + t
but OY = .!£.

2 ,.------,,...-

V f 2 f
- Of = S2+~_.2

pI 2 2

This is normally writte n (for sake of convenience) :

f _.!£. _ ...1-2 + fp
2

pt-2 ys 2

(c) Similarly:

f -.!£. ...1-2 + fl..pC -2+ Ys 2

The principal compressive stress is usually well within the design compressive strength, but
nevertheless it should be checked .
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The principal tensile stress is often an important design criteria and must be verified . It is common to
find in heavily loaded geometric sections that , whilst the section is adequate in compression, shear,
etc, it is inadequate in principal tensile stress.

The common solution is to increase the cross-sectional area of the section at positions of high
principal tensile stress. This can be achieved by increasing the width of the web , or closing up the
centres of webs in the diaphragm wall ' ~
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